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Chapter I 

Introduction 

There has been a widespread, although often 

implicit,agreement among students of police corruption 

that the causes of corruption must be located and under

stood before corruption can be fought in a meaningful way. 

Studies of the origin and etiology of corruption are not 

merely conducted to satisfy intellectual curiosity; rather, 
'. 

they are recognized as being of great practical importance, 

for theories as to the causes of corruption have immediate 

practical implications for the police administrators 

attempting to curtail it. It is the recognition of these 
n ' 

implications which underlie the sometimes fierce, sometimes 

humorous, debate over the importance of the proverbial 

free cup of coffee; thus, if co~ruption is viewed as a 

quagmire into which the staunchest officer may be gradually 

but inevitably pulled if he so much as steps in the quick

sand, "then departmental energy spent in eradicating this 

"police perk" is not only legitimate but efficient ... 

By preventing these small inst~nces of corruption the 

department saves itself from having to contend with the 

larger cases which inevitably follow from them. Ift 

however, individuals have their o~\ inate moral standards 
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which dictate which levels of improbity they will not 

engage in, then a department which has recruited officers 

with high levels of morality may decide to permit these 

free coffee breaks, secure in the knowledge that the 

officer wi.ll distinguish the citizen's sign of gratitude 

and friendliness from attempts to get the officer to 

misuse his authority in return for private gain. It is 

for reasons such as these that time and effort is spent 

in the attempt to locate the seat of corruption. 
i 

One approach locates the basis of corruption in 

the individual. It argues that certain people attracted 

to police work are - not necessarily corrupt - but corrupt

ible. This corruptibility is actually a set of traits 

which are a part of the individual~s personality or psychic 

make-up and can be discovered through appropriate testing. 
. . 

The implications for police administratio.n are qbvious. 

Pre-employment screening becomes a necessity; included are 
\\ 

not only the need to provide reliable and valid tests as 

well as the properly-trained professionals to administer 

the tests, but also to .convince courts and civil service 

commissions that a low score on the test is such a reliable 

predictor of corrupt behavior that such a score should be 

considered a sufficient reason to refuse an applicant 

permission to the police service. A further implica tioti 
)j 
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is that if low-scoring applicants are hired, it is neces-

sary and desirable to assign them to posts which offer 

a minimum of" corruption opportunity. 

A second approach finds the locus of corruption 

not in the individual, but in the process which converts 

the individual into a member of the group_ In a police 

department or unit where curruption is practiced widely, 

a rookie must join in £hose corrupt practices before he 

is considered a full-fledged member of the group_ The 

newcomer's values and ethical standards are slowly eroded 

as he is provided with rationalizations for the ever-

" 0 

increasing levels of corruption in which the group encour

ages him to participate.. A newcomer who resists this 

process is subjected to peer-group pressure which threatens 

to leave him a perpetual outsider if he does not ~onforrn 

to group standards. This type of pressure is particularly 

potent among the police, who often feel themselves cut off 

from civilian society and dependant upon their fellows for 

support, underst,anding, 'and possibly even-their physical 

safety .. 

This approach also has implications for police 

administration. .:~ather than reliance on pre-employment 

screening, this view of the source of corruption demands 

~'ij 

(I 
'-.\ 

( 
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attention to the early stages of the police career. Care 

would be taken to be sure that young police officers 

spend the first parts of their careers in the company of 

older officers known for their probity. Group solidarity 

need not be built around the knowledge of shared illicit 

behavior; police in Britain an,d Japan, for example, seem 

to take pride in their shared moral superiority to the 

citizenry, as many American police agencies do. 

A'thi,rd view of police corruption locates corrup-
. 

tion in the interaction of the police organization and 

the community. Here the emphasis is not so much upon 

the behavior of the individual officer or of small groups, 

but rather upon the social context in which the police 

department operates. 

Commup.ities vary in'the extent to which they 

provide corruption opportunities. Such opp~rtunities . 

abound in large impersonal c~mmunities where one group 

has· embodied its moral code into legislation which does 

not reflect the n:brality of large numbers of citizens; 

laws regulating or. prohibiting liquor, drugs, and 

commercial sex are' good examples of these. Tradi't:ions 

of municipal corruption and distrust of the efficacy 

and integrity of the criminal justice system also pro

duce police corruption. Small communities with little 

"t.r."'t 
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opportunity for anonymity, culturally homogeneous 

populations, and a tradition of probity in municipal 

affairs offer few temptations to the police officer. 

The obverse side of this situation is the extent to 

which the police department makes it difficult for 

the officer to take advantage of whatever corruption 

opportunities do exist. Accountability, supervision, 

a p~oactive approach to corruption detection and pre

vention, and good examples from the police leadership 
. 

make it easier for the honest officer to stay honest, 

just as they make it difficult for the citizen who 

wishes to corrupt the police to find a target. The 

kind of administrative actions which encourage honest 

behavior are easiest to implement when the community 

d'emands that they be implemented. A community can 

indicate to its elected officials that it df~sires a 

high level of honest law enforcement; these officials 

can then meaningfully demand such behavior from police 

administrators ~' On the other hand, a community can 

also indicate that it does not want al~ its laws en

forced or, at least, that it does not want them all 

enforced upon all members of the population. A police 

administrator demanding a high level of honesty in such 

5 
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a community not only has a very difficult task, but 

may also find that his tenure in office becomes more 

vulnerable as his anti-corruption measures b~come more 

successful. 

corruption opportunities can be described as 

deviant ore/illegal conditions extant in the communi-ty 

about which there is some tolerance on the part of the 
. . 

public; for this study indicates that corruption oppor-

tunities cannot exist with9ut tacit approval or apathy 

on the part of the citizenry. A police response policy 

sensitive to community attitudes relies upon inter-

mi ttent selective enforcemetlt to keep the levels of 

these activities \'~Jithin the bounds of community tolerance. 

In the absence of precise guidelines regarding the 

use of discretion (written guidelines regarding the 

non-enforcement of laws are practically unheard of) 

officers often make their o~~ policies. For the most 

part, however, department policy in thesecareas is 

informal and verbally communicated. These mandates are 

reinforced through the observed consequences to /ibfficers 

who take it upon themselves "to violate them. Vice 
(] 

operations, for example, are protected in many communities 

by prohibiting uniformed police from-- conducting inspec":: 

tions or making arr~sts in licensed establishments.' In 
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many cities restaurant patrons are provided convenient 

but illegal parking by providing free meals to key 

members of the deparonent. ' Officers who cannot func

tion in such a system seek out ,support assignments in 

the clerical area or .~he training academy. Those that 

will not acclimate thems~lves to the system are banished 
-__ , ,,(1"'4:' ,. 

t,oobScure areaS:' Pranising little opportunity for advancenent~ Chap-

ter ~ provides an indepth perspective on the community 

variables which affect the ethical levels of a police 

agency. 

Department leader'ship contributes greatly to the 

forms and the levels to which police corruption accedes. 

Where systemic corruption exists in an agency's middle 

level, its managers and even the lower level of the 

executive corps are aware of it. They are in.fact able 

to distinguish between and non-corrupt officers 

(Shealy 1974). 

In a systemically corrupt department there"are 

active and passive forms of corruption. ,Active corrup~ 

tion occurs where the officer either initiates the contact 

with the perveyor of ~he illegal service and induces him 

to 'provide a pay-off or intentionally places himself in 
(> 

a position where it must be offered to him if the 

individual wishes to continue to operate. Passive 



corruption is, for the most part, low level, easier 

for the individual officer to rationalize and generally 

unreported by meInbers of the public involved. Many 

officers explain away free meals, free admission to 

theatres, Christmas gifts and other gratuities on the 

ba.sis of friendship. The meaning of the east coast 

expression, "The guy really loves a cop" has its roots 

deeply embedded in the history of police corruption 

and has its counterpart ,in almost every area of the 

country. Few officers, will acknowledge that even in 

these interactions the,re is involved an implici telement 

of coerci.on. 

The Knapp Commission Report distinguished between 

these two forms of corruption by l~beling the active 

seekers of corruption "meat t=aters" and the passive ones 

"grass eaters". The Report presents a tenable case for 

the propositi,cm that the ,more serious forms of coercive 

corruptj.,on could n,ot exist without the base of pervasive 
. ~ 

low-level improbus activities • ,The grass eating type 

of corruption has a binding or socializing effect on 

tpe cbf£ic~rs c invdl ved and enhances th,e' need for secrecy 

8 

and peer solidarity." Those involved in low level corrup

tion are in no p~sitio~ t.o "turn in" the~r more' ambit.ious 

cmeeting, eatirigpeers. Since most corru:pt activity takes
o 
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place in low visibility situations between individuals 

who have a mutual interest in keeping the transac·tion 

hidden, there is little chance of it being reported -

except by one's fellow officers. Within an enviI~nment 
; \, 

such as this the possibility pf\~krious disciplinary 

action being taken against. an officer\\is remote.. If 

forced to act, the administrator is most likely to deal 

informally with the matter by imposing a minor fine or, 

9 

in very serious cases, by allowing the individual to 

resign. If the report of corrupt activity is internally 

generated, - an officer reporting his peer - the likelihood 

of the reporting officer experiencing more dire conse

quenqes than the transgressor is quite high. 

It should be noted here that despite considerable 

internal pressure to maintain the o"code of silence ll 

there are differing and measurable tendencies to report 

peers wi thin p'blice agencies. The proj ect methodology 

for measuring these tendencies as well as the analysis 

of factors contributing to the levels of co~yrrity 
" opportunity and internal department discipline will be 

discussed later. 

It is clear that there are relations among all 

these factors., For example, a,community with a long , 

history of cOI'ruptiori tolerance 'will produce a pool of 

i 
I 
I 
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applicants for police work who, as a result of experience 

in that' community, will be'more innured to corruption than 

applicants raised in an atmosphere of municipal integrity. 

A police officer with low moral standards will have 

difficulty in partaking in corrupt aet~v:itY~c~it _j:h:~;e is 
~ - -~---::---;:-~--:;-:;-

little such activity in his jUri7;~iction. And an officer 
/ 

, " Ii / 
severely tempte'6:to perform ,.a.c<6rrupt actidn,wi;t.l be less 

likely to do so if he 'is convinced that if he ~;\s dis

covered he will also e reported and punished. 

In spite of these relation.s, howev\~r, it is 

possible to conceptualize three separate approaches to 

the study of the locus of cor"ruption and it was as three 
I 

separate studf'es that Phase II began; it was only as 

Phase I~ progressed that the less obvious relations be

tween ((the approaches became apparent and that'the 
.;-., 

synthes:i;;:;, so clear at the culmination of the project 
-'--;. 

~(,';' 

came irtto being. The following Chapters present a theoretical 

desc:r,"j.,pt;lon wi.th some statistical support* for each of the 

maj or ;i;"actors wb.i.ch impact on police corruption 1 i. e. J community 

variables, organizational var~ables and indifidual officer 

traits 

*See V'olume II, "A Systems Approach to Police Corrupti.on: 
A Statistical Report" "for detailed analysis. 
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Chapter II 

Major Project Perspectives and Instruments 

Initial efforts of the researchers in connection 

with this project consisted of three separate theoretical 

orientations, each of which had different implications 

for police administratione The first was based on the 

belief that police co,rruption could be measured and 

therefore police agencies could be rated and compared as 

to the amount of corruption existing. One aim related 
.' 

to this ap~'roach was the development of ,a diagnostic/ 

prescriptive package to address specific problems in 

specific areas. This orientation followed directly from 

work carried out in Phase One of the projec"t,. during 

which the McCorma.ck/Fishman Improbity Questionnaire was 

developed and field tested in six police age~cies. The 

resul ts were promising in terms' of mei:l.suring l~vels of 

corruption, but only preliminary efforts were mad.e to 

develop a classification. sy~tem ba.sed on the measurer,n.ents. . ',\ ' 

No work was done relative to diagnosing causes or indi-

cat;ing remedies based on th.e data. 

A second theoretical- perspective Yiewed~orality 

as an individual trait which .is acqu~red as part of 
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personality development in early childhood. This 

perspective hypotheEdzed that people recruited to 

police work carried the seeds of their own eventual 

corruption. For anyone lacking a high degree of moral 

maturit~ the opportunities offered within the police 

environment were sufficient to entice them along the 

path to corruption. If individuals in this category 

;.";ould be reliably identified in the screening of police 

candidates and eliminated at that point, the subsequent 

related problems couId be 'avoided or at least minimized. 

12 

The third and final theory was that police corrup-

tion and police ethics were a"function of t.he police 
I, 

socialization process. It hypothesized that when a police 

officer entered a ~egatively soc~alized environment in 

which there .was .,a considerable 'amoUnt of low level corrup-

tion and perh?ps some criminally coercive activities, he 
. 

quickly acclim~ted to the system. Soon he was able to 

rationalize and perhaps engage in at least 10'"1 level 

"moocliing". It was theorized that perhaps not only was 

this opportunity provided by the system, but required as 

a "rite of passage" for the police recruit. There were 

thought to be "critical junctures" in a police career 

when decisions were made regard~pg the degree of parti~ 
('c • 

cipation in the cOfruPt~~n1process. Should the 

_ . ...w: 

.~ 

~ 
'.,~~~ 

'.:t 

socialization theory be E"..lllpir.ically verified, admin-

could be developed which would istrative procedures 

provide a more positive ~nviro~t and make corruption 

, ' 

sttt 
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less likely. ~l of these ap~ro~h~s were modified during the course 

~'n order to accomcxiate the grouping awareness of the of the project, .LUo 

" 

d t ·ties for corruption. importance of corrnnmi ty variables an opper unl 

Methodology and Instruments 

Initially" each of the three projects described above had its own theor-

etical orieptation and measuring instruments. (They will be referred to 

as tbe Measurement, Trait, and Socialization Projects hereinafter 

respecti vel~) . Each will be described separately. 

Measurement Project Methodology 

The original methodological tools of the "Measure

ment" Project included: 

a) Newspaper Survey 

The newspaper ~urvey involved a two year 
(~, 

review of all articles in the, two major 

dailysrelative to political corruption 

police corruption or abuse of police 

authority. In one instance a mun~cipality 

had only one major local daily newspaper; 

in several others two papers existed but 

they were owned by the same publishing 
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firm. The.-survey was conducted. over 

a two year period;: immediately prior to 

the site visit. A content analysis of 

this data was planned prior to the visit 

to provide the researchers with a funda

ment understanding pf police-community 

relations in tb,.e broadest sense of that ,'. 

term. 

b) Commanders Corruption Hazard Profile 

A Commanders Corruption Hazard Profile 

was developed based on a similar instru-
. 

ment developed by the New York City 

Police Department (J\"'YPD, 1975). The open-ended 

questionnaire, distributed before the 

site visit .(by project staff), requested 

information from commanders of various 

units in the agency regarding possible 

corruption hazards they were aware of. 

The purpose of the survey was to determine 

the extent to which commanders are aware 

of corruption problems in their area of 

responsibility. The following instruc

tions were provided for each commander: 

a) Indicate on attached sheets conditions 

in you~ 90mmand which are f or may 

14 
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become'e a corruption hazard. 

(Indicate conditions, not locations.) 

b) Are records and reports maintained 

on a regular basis? 

c) Do the reports indicate how the 

corruption hazards manifest them-

selves? (double parking, frequent 

visits by officers - no reports 

filed, etc.) 

, d) Do commande;rs make policy guiding 

subordinates responses to corruption 

hazards? (order, memos, roll call 

training sessions) Are there depart

ment wide guidelines in these areas? 

e) What initiatives have been. undertaken 

in your command to reduce the problems 

caused by corruption prone locations 

and conditions? 

f) Have the initiatives been effective? 

How is the effectiveness or lack of 

it indicated? 

" . -
;"~1!_-:~ 
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A set of more specific directions were incuded 

in the Commanders Profile "kit" in which the open-ended 

quest~cnnaire format was presented. Each. commander 

was requested to list all corruption hazards in his 

command according to the following catego:tie~: 

a) Corruption hazard or condition 

Briefly define: example, acceptance of 

free meals from restaurant owners in 

area to overlook violations of parking 

'regulations in vicinity of premises. 

b) Observable indicators of the hazard 

Example, numerous illegally parked vehicles 

in area - few summons served. Premises 

frequented by officers on meal. periods 

on a 'regular basis. 
// 

(/ 

c) Comrriimd initiatives' to control 

Example, supervisory checks to insure 

enforcement of traffic regulations and 

to s,upervise meal periods of subordinates. 

drJCommand accountability 

Final responsibiiityfor anticip~ting 

and counteracting corruption hazards is 

the responsibility of the commander of 
\. 

the area. This responsibility and 

commensura1;e suthority is in some cases 

16 
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delegated to subordinates. To whom 

is this responsibility delegated in 

your command for each of the corruption 

hazards, listed (if. not delegated, 

indicate self). 

17 

Each was also reminded that there might be a 

possibility that-internal corruption hazards existed deal-

ing with such activities as days off, moonlishting, filing 
Lo<> 

inaccurat~ reports, property custody, overtime arrests, etc. 

It was requested that these hazards, if they existed, be 

listed in the Profile • 

c) Police/Public Questionnaire 

As was indicated previously, a McCormack

Fishman Improbity Questionnaire was developed, 

in Phase I to be administered to police and 

the public in each survey city. The most 

important parts of the questionnaire were 

the three scales of improbus or corrupt 

behavior which listed eight activities 

thought to be Prototypes of police corrup-

tiongenerally. The sc;le was de~eioped to 

~~pr~s~nt a rang~ of improbus behavior which 

would be easy or difficult to justi~y accord 

in9 to one's own standards of honesty. , ,. 
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The comnents that follow de'll exclusively 

with three major segments of the question

naire, the MCCormack-Fishman Improbity 

Scales, which are based on the theory of 

Guttman Scaling. Simply stated this 

theory maintains that if respondents are 

given a serie's of three or more activities 

related in some way to a variable under 

consideration (in this case unethical 

behavior) some of the activit~es,may prove 

to be "harder" indicators of what variable 

than others. If, after being tested among 

several groupS, an order or scale of "hard

ness" among items emerges that has a 

18 
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coefficient of reproduceability of 90% or 

over (in 90 cases out of 100, groups will 

arrange the activities in the same order), 

it constitutes a Guttman scale for that 

t ,,,,,,, 

sample of respondents and they may be rated 

-This scaling technique and its use in the analysis of 

the project questionnaire-data are described in detail in 

Measuring Police Corruption,"by Janet Fishman, New York: 

The John Jay Press, 1977. 
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or scored in relation to it. Based on 

this theory the project questionnaire 

listed eight improbus activities which 

the researchers felt would be understand-

able within the general frame of reference 

of police officers throughout the country. 

The activities were listed randomely in 

the questionnaire as follows: 

19 

1. diff •. easy a. accepting a free cup of coffee from a 

2. diff. easy 

3. diff. easy 

4. diff. easy 

5. diff. easy 

6. diff. 'easy 

7. diff. -easy 

"8. diff. easy 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

restaurant o~mer in your area. 

accepting a free meal from a restaurant 

owner in your patrol area • 

accepting sums of money on a systematic 

basis to allow a gambler to operate. 

accepting gifts from a towing company for 

preferential treatment at accident scenes. 

accepting a discounted meal from a 

restaurant owner in your patrol area. 

h. accepting $10.00 at Christmas time from 

a businessman in your patrol area. 

i. dis,~overing an open business establishment 

at night, and removing merchandise for 

personal use. 

j. using your police badge or ID card to 

gain free access to a movie theatre. 



Questionnaires were administered in six 

police agencies in Phase I of the project 

(1975,1966) and eight additional depart

ments in Phase II (1977-1979.) The' sample 

size wa~ between 50 to 150 depending on 

department size or a total of approximately 

750 officers in Phase I and 1200 in Phase II. 

The first Scale on the questionnaire asked 

the respondents if in terms of their own 

standards of honesty it would be difficult 

or easy for them, as police officers, to 

justify the above activities. In each case 

they were to circle "difficult" or "easy" 

on the questionnaire. The random display 

above was reordered by the respondents 

according to the level of seriollsness they' 

attached to each activity. For example, 

95% of the respondents in a department might 

consider accepting a free cup of coffee as 

being easy to j'ustifyas opposed to only 40% 

who might be able to justify taking a $10 
,~, 

gift at Christmas time. "In each of the six 
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departments the reordering of the eight items 

was identical. The results - number 1 activity 
" 

easiest to justify and 8 the most difficult -

are as follows: 
() 
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1. accepting a free cup of coffee from a restaurant 

owner in your patrol area 

2. accepting a discounted meal from a restaurant owner 

in your patrol area 

3. "accepting a free -meal ·from a restaurant owner in 

your patrol area 

4. using your police badge or ID badge to gain free 

access to a movei theatre 

5. accepting $10.00 at Christmas time from a business-. 
man ih your patrol area 

6. accepting gifts from a towing company for preferen-

7. 

8 • 

tial treatment at accident scenes 

discovering an open business establishment at night, 

and removing rnerchandise-~ for personal use 

accepting sums of money on a systematic basis to 

allow a gambler to operate 

While the reordering of the individual 

activities was identical in each of the 

agencies surveyed, the mean number of 

respondents who selected ~ne or more items 

as being easy to justify varied. Using 

the~ota1 survey population within a depar~ 

ment, - s'core for the agency was determinedo'*----
" 

. it- • 
I) • 'Ibl.d. 

%1\' . 
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The second scale used the same~ight 

activities above and asked the respon-
,-' 

dents to indicate wh2ch of the activities 

,they would be disciplined for if it becam~ 

known to their immediate supervisors that 

they we;ce engaging in, them. 
'-' 

The reordering of the items in scale II 

was identi~a:I to the, reordering in scale I, 

and the mean score by department for each 

scale; while not exactly the same, was 

sim~lar for scale I and scale II. Inother 

words, departments whose officers had a 

higher improbity reading (high' reading 

indicates less ethics) in terms of their 
, r 

own standards of honesty (scale I) also 

'scored a high v reading on the disciplinary 

scale II (the higher the reading the higher 

tolerance for unethical behavior by super

visors). 

A third scale was developed late in the 

project to determine at what level of 

observed improbus behavior one'police 

officer would report his peers. Once 

again the same eight activities were used 
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and the respondents were asked to 

indicate if they would report1a fellow 

officer whom they observed engaging 

in them. 

Preliminary data indicates that even 

in police departments registering low 

levels of unethical activities, the 

tendency among officers not to report 

unethical behavior on the part of their 

peers is ,high. 

It should be made very clear at the 

point that the researchers did not 

attempt to specifically identify the 

entire scope of unethical opportunities 

afforded in the police milieu. As was 

indicated before the scales simply 

represent a range of improbus police 

behavior from least to most serious and 
J\ 

are prototypes of other corrupt or 

criminal activities. The. significance 

of each of. the McCormack-Fishman typolo

gies as prototypes are indicated as follows: 

23 
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Typology #1: 

, 
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Accepting a free cup of coffee from a 

restaurant owner in your area. 

This activity is used to s~gnif¥ acceptance 

free of any small item or privilege (newspapers, 

parking spaces, etc.) on a routine basis. 

These items involve those for which the public 

is normally charged a fee and where such 

privilege is based solely on one's status as 

a police officer. 

Typology #2: Accepting a discounted meal from a restaurant 

Typoloyy #3: 
,:-,-
'I 

\\" 
" ':::., '~" 

owner in your patrol area. 

This activity is the prototype for police 

officer acceptance, at discount, any item or 

service for which the general public is charged 

full price when such privilege is bestowed 

solelY on the basis of police officer status. 

Accepting a free meal from a restaurant owner 
'" 

in your patrol ~rea. 
--~--~--~~~~----------------~-

'--~, Th' t' 't ' '~ ~s ac ~v~ y ~s used to signify police accept-
'~ 

'ance, at no coS't, of more significant items or 

services than these indicated in typology #1 -

for example, free dry cleaning, cigarettes, 

drinks, for ~hich the general public normally 

pays full price, and are bestowed upon police 

solely on the basis of the police officer 

status. 

----'~ --------
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Typology #4: 

."1 1".' ~ • 

,~~ 

Using your police badge or ID to gain free 

access to movie theatre 
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r,{'his activity is representative of pro-active 

attempts on the part of officers (usually 

on off duty time) to gain access to entertain-

ment and exhibition areas at no cost where 

the general public is required to pay an 

admission fee. 

TYpology #5: Accepting $10 at Christmas time from a business 

Typology #6: 

man in your,patrol area. 

This typolocy signifies accepting any gift or 

service on a periodic basis (once or twice a 

year) as a reward or "tip" for performing 

routine patrol duties. 

Accepting gifts from a towing company for 

preferential treatment at accident scenes 

This activity typifies situations in which a 

police officer takes advantage of his official 

capacity to provide preferential treatment to 

business or professional persons (lawyers, 

bondsmen, undertakers, etc.) who are not enti-

tIed to such service. A gift or fee is expected 

and received by the officer in connection 

with such activities. 
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Typology *7: Discovering an open business at night and 

removing merchandise for personal use. 
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This activity typifies situations in which 

police officers abuse their public trust to 

engage in acts of theft and other opportunis

tic criminal acts (ex., removing property 

from a dead human body or injured person, 

rolling drunks, etc.). 

!ypology #8: Accepting sums of money on a systematic basis 

to allow a gambler to operate. 

This activity is used to signify accepting 

money, sexual favors, drinks etc., from indivi

duals conducting business outside the legally 

prescribed rules as established by the community. 

An almost identical questionnaire was sent 

to a randomly selected group of 500 citizens 

in aa,ch locality. 
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d) Ride Along Surveys 

In an effort to determine the reliability 

of the questionna'ire to measure levels of 

improbus behavior within an agency a series 

of structured ride along interviews were 

planned. It was felt that these interviews 

along with other independent indicators of 

corruption previously mentioned would support 

the data generated by the McCormack-Fishman 

Improbi ty Questionn.aire.. Each interview 

lasted approximately one hour. In every 

case officers were interviewed singly. If 

an officer was assigned to a two man unit 

his partner was assigned to another vehicle 

while the interview was being conducted in 

order to provide privacy. 

Ride alongs were conducted in each city in 

the following manner: . 

Prior to the Ride Along 

Immediately after roll call questionnaire 

administration, a list of those officers 

present and going on duty was obtained from 

the Commanding Offid~r of the watch. Each 

officer was given a. number starting with one~ 

27 
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A set of small cards similarly numbered 

and prepared in advance were drawn to 

determine which of the officers would be 

inte!."'viewed. A schedule of "drop offs" 

and "pick ups" was established so that 

time between interviews would be minima~. 

In each city a goal of eight interviews per 

day was set. Since the total number of 

interviews in each department was to be 

twenty, the third day "on-site" provided 

several extra hours to make up this total 

if the daily goal was not met. The above~ 

procedure differed Anly slightly in the 
" d/ 

decentralized dep~rtments. In these situa-

tions the researchers seelcted districts ./ 
I 
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at random and made selections for interviewees 

in the manner described above. 

In-car Interview Procedures 

As indicated each riCle-along interview lasted 

approximat~ly 1 hour. The interviewer sat in 

the front seat of the patrol car and a second 

researcher who was to record the interview 

sat in the rear behind the police officer/ 

driver. The Off"icer was promised anonimity 

~ 
';:i-=--"'~,~~ ~:-'6 

~--;4. 

f~ 
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and informed that the second researcher 

would be taking notes during the interview. 

Permission to conduct the interview under 

these conditions was requested in each case 

and with few exceptions, granted. The 

interviewers" spent the first 10 to 15 

minutes developing a rapport with each 

officer by discussing general police proce

dures. Once the tension of the interview 

situation eased, the subject of the roll call 

questionnaire administration was introduced 
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and ov'er the course of the remaining time each 

of the items on the questionnaire was addressed. 

The interviewees were not asked to indicate 

which of the activ~~~es they themselves p'arti-
jj 

cipated in but, rather what they felt most of 

the officers in the department generally 

engaged in. They were also asked which of 

'There were two interviewers and one note taker i 
11.;\ I 

involved in the 180 interviews conducted in Phase II of the V"\.U 

program. Both intervi~wers had heenranking officers in a 

major city police department and had ~pproximately'40 years 

experience in law enforcement between them. 

;\~ , 
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of the activities they felt they would be 

disciplined for if they were discovered 

engaging in them, and which activities they 

would report their peers for. As each inter-
" 

view c~ncluded, the officer requested a "meet" 

with the next scheduled interviewee and the 

same procedure was then repeated. 

Interviews with Middle Management Persortnel 

In each of the departments surveyed interviews 

with middle management level personnel were 

also conducted. Two areas in which these 

interV'iews took place in every department '~lTere 

the internal affairs unit and the property 

clerk's office. Experience in Phase I of (h.e 

prog~am indicated that these units acted as 

barometers for the level internal administra

tive leadership and efficiency, and that 
o 

carelessness or inattention to the functioning 
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of these two units was an indication of equally 

inefficient field superyision and ,control. 

Generally, it is .not difficult to develop effi

cient procedures for assuring adequate public 

access to the departments complaint mach~~ery. 
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Trait Project 

The second theoretical orientation of the Anti

Corruption Management Program was that candidates entering 

police service have a well developed set of individual 

characteristics that make them more or less immune to the 

corrupt environment in l'lhich law enforcement sometimes 

operates. The trait orientation as proposed in this project 

does not entil::'ely negate the impact of situational variables 

01"""ne individual actions but, in fact, is a synthesis of 

the two theori.es. The following are the theoretical posi

tions regarding determinants of behavior generally,: and the 

rationale for the synthesis of Trait and Situational theories 

in terms of this study of police corruption: 

a) Trait Theory 

Trait theory holds that behavior is primarily 

determined by personality traits, inherited 

characteristics or habits. An important 

corollary of this position is that trait

determined behavior should be relatively 

consistent across situations and therefore 

predictable if the trait can'be measured. 

.An extreme example of 

theory and the recent 

form of sociobiology. 

this" pos{~1on is :i.:'lstinpt 
Ii ' • 
il 

revi vall~:f:;: this in the 
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b) Si tuatj~6n1.1 theory 

This orientation holds that behavior is 

primarily determined by situational varia-

bles. It is diametrically opposed to 

trait theory •. A corollary of this viewpoint 

is that behavior can best be predicted by 

measuring ch~racteristics of the situation 

in which it is to occur rather than by 

measuring characteristic's of the person. 

A further implication of this position is 

-that on-the-job behavior would not be pre

dictable from pre-employment screening tests. 

An example of this position is the pure 

socialization hypothesis as the cause of 

police corruption. Situational theory has'! 
" 

been supported by American learning theorists, 

e.g~, B.F. Skinnel:', who are anti-instinctivists. 

c) Interactionism 

This viewpoint holds that behavior is deter-

-
" 

mined by a combination of personal characteristics 
~~ ... 

or traits and situation~J} characteristics. One 

version of this model holds that traits (either 

acquired or inherited) predispose one to behave 

in c~rtain ways in cerfain situations. A 

corollary of this position is that on

the-job behavior could best be predicted 

by a combination of pre-employment screen-

ing tests which measure predispositions 

and situational measures. 

It has been posited by one behavioral 

scientist (Dr. David Saunders, Princeton) 

that the best we could hope to predict 

from pre-employment screening would be 

approximately 35% since roughly 65% of 

behavior is situationally determined. 

Another practical implication of the 

interactionist position is that behavior 

might best be controlled (e.g., police 

corruption) by predicting predispositions 

to respond in certain ways in certain 

situations and manipulating situations 

that are least conaucive to modeling low 

integrity behavior and socialization into 

the corrupt role. 

Trait Project Methodology 

33 

There is evidence that, 1:;pe level of police 'corruption 

in an organization is partly d~termined by the moral maturity 
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of recruits at the time of entry into the organizatione 

According to Kohlberg's Theory of Moral Development the 

five cOI}cepts "which explain a considerable range of moral 

behavior are: 

a) moral knowledge 

b) socialization 

c) empathy 

d) ethics of personal conscience vs. ethics of 

social responsibility 

ef autonomy 

In order to measure various aspects of moral devel-
. , ,'( 

opment the Moral Maturity Scale was developed by Hogan & 

Dj:.ckstein U972).* The sccQe.'is a brief, semi-projective measure 

which consists of 15 statements. The subject is asked to 

write a response to each statement aGsurning that it has 

been made by a person with whom the subject is having a 

conversation.~ , 

. Scoring of the scale consists of rating each item 

to determine if one or more the foilo"ling elements are 

present in the responses: 

*Journal of Consu1:t:ing and Clinical Psychology 1972, 

Vol. 39, *2, 210-214, by Robert Hogan and Ellen Dickstein 
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1) 

2) 

concern for the sanctity of an individual 

judgments based on the spirit rather than 

the letter of the law 

3) concern for the welfare of society as a whole 

4) capacity to see both sides of an issue 
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Scoring in our studies followed the Hogan & Dickstein 

procedure of assigning two points if anyone of the four 

elements is clearly present, one point if anyone could be 

easily a~d readily inferred, and zero points if none of the 

concepts were present or easily inferred. The inter-rater 

reliability of the scale was found to be .BB. 

It was found that persons who were rated as morally 

mature on this scale tended to be sensitive to injustice, 
II 

well socialized, empathic and autonomous, and based their 

judgments on an intuitive understanding of morality rather 

than a rational understanding. Shealy (1977) found the 

scale to discriminate significantly between rated corrup·t 

and n~n-corrupt police officers. 

At the time of the commencement of Phase II of the 

Anti-Corruption Management Program a considerable amount 

of data had already been generated through independent 

research. The research associate directing this phase of 

the survey had screened police recruits in two major 

, 
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Southern Metropolitan 

Coastal Gulf Urban 

Southwest Urban 

Methods of Administration and Results 

{Final data analysis is stil:L being conducted. The 

following questions indicate the structure this section will 

take~, } 

\~ 

r, 

1. What resultep in the analysis of Hogan 

2. 

Data on recruits versus veterans? 

What correlation exists betw.een Hogan, 

McCorma~k/Fishman, and Peer Relations? 

3.~~ Was there any variance between depart
p 

4. 

5. 

\~. 

men.r-g'?!, 
~---- -'\,' 

What percentage of police.corruption can 

be' explained by the Hogan, et. al? 
\\ 

What use will it be as a pa.rt of the 

diagnostic prescriptive package ? 
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Socialization Project Methodology 

The third and final theoretical orientation of 

the police corruption program focused on police corruption 

socialization. 

A model of a process of corruptiob through social

ization has been presented in an article entitled "The 

Psychology of Police Corruption: Socialization of the 
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Corrupt (Bahn, 1975). " Th1' s model was based on two 'pr1·m ry . a 

data sources. One l'iaS a series of interviews with police 

officers who have been found to be corrupt. The other 

ccnsisted of works wr~tten by observers of corruption and 

by corrupt officers l'lho describe the process by which the 
iI 

police officer moves from upholding the law to subverting it. 

This stu~y goes beyond this primarily anecdotal data 

and develops objective data based on questionnaires a~inis-
o 

tered to police officers in selected cities in various parts 

of the U.S. 

In order to develop a questionnaire that would mea

sure socialization, it was necessary to define the specific 

dimensions of s~cialization that might be relevant. While 

socialization is a term that is used quite extensively in 

both social psychology and sociology, it is often ill 

defined. For instrument development, the definition used 
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by Middlebrook (1974) was adopted: 

Socialization - The process of internal

ization by the indi.vidual of the values, 

beliefs, and acceptable patterns of 

behavior in a group. 

However, studies of socialization generally related to 

groups other than occupational groups. There are only a 

few studies of occupational socialization. Such studies in-

clude Bell and Price's (1975) work entitled liThe first term: 

A study of legislative socialization," where it,.becomes 
' .. ,.' 

apparent that occupational socialization relates not only 

to values art~ norms but also to increasing sophistication 

about the informal social str.ucture of the occupational 

group and the dominant and formal procedures and practice 

of the indi'ridual within the group. 

In order to construct a refined socializatio:q. scale, 

a sample of police officers"organizational consultants, 

dbllegestudents of criminal justice, sociologists, and 

police administrators were asked to suggest brief statements 

that would reflect learning and incorporating the formal ahd 

infor.mal values, practices and policies of a police depart

ment. These statements were to be used asa stimulus for 

response along an agree-disagree continuum. In addition, 

:i.tems were requested and created that appe~?=ed to measure 
..... ~-,. 

other components of socialization identified in studies of 
~, 
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other occupations than police. In all, eighty-seven items 

were gathered in this way and then were analyzed so as to 

eliminate those that were ambiguous or redundant. 

The resulting set consisted of twenty-one items and 

these, constituting a tentative scale, were administered 
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to a sample of 59 police officers in a cooperating urban 

department. The responses by the police officers to the 21-

item scale was subjected'to various statistical analyses 

including reliability analysis, the creation of an inter

correlation matrix, factor analysis varimax rotated, prin

cipal factor. with iteration, and cluster analysis ty the 

average distancing method. As a result of these analyses, 

it was possible to reduce the 2l-item scale to a ten-item 

scale with a simpler factor structure and high reliability, 

although with two disCriminate sub-factors apparent in the 
Iii 

scale. The first of them was knowledge of the format'1lnd 
I, 

informal rules, procedures and policies of the depart~nt. 

The second was called "irnbededness" in the department for 

it linked pride in the occupation, strong occupational 

identity, and expressed reliance on the occupational group 

as a source of no~~s and values. 

The ten-item scale was entitled the Police Peer Relations 

Scale to avoid biasing responses by a more specific title. 

This scale was appended to ,the questionnaire administered 

by the corruption study project in six of the sample,cities. 
(j 

In all, responses were obtained from 888 police officers Qn 

the sample cities. it, 
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It was pl'anned that the questionnaire be adminis

tered in two western cities and the results computed and 

analyzed. The analysis would include correlations of the 
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socialization scale with other integrity measures as well as 

tests of significance of differences of mean scores of both 

specific items and on the total scale for ,the two different 

studies. 

Initially, the results indicat~~ that the sociali-
;) 

zation scale, did, in fact, relate to those integrity items 

to which it should logically relate and that it discriminated 

between the two cities in conformity to the hypothesized 

direction/of change. That is, for the city in 'which the 

integrity measures are higher, the measure of occupational 

socialization was somewhat lower. However, where the integrity 

measu.res were somewh,at lO\'ler, socialization was significantly 

higher. This would imply that the kind of socialization 

measured in our.. instrument, that is the acceptance of the 

peer va~ues and willingness to go along with them, can be 

identified as related to a somewhat lower level of depart

ment,al integrity. Further use of the scale, however, showed 

that the relationship is actually more complicated~ 

Perhaps most significant, there was significant 

correlation between socialization and the dimension identified. 

as "typology," which reflects the\' individual' sappraisal of 
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/1 

improbus practice within the department. There was also a 

significarf:f' inverse correlation between socialization an.d the 

individual's willingness lito report various improbus behaviors 

set forth to the hierarchy. The more socialized the officer, 

the less likely he would be to report improbus behaviors to 

for all subjects was approximately 4.7 with an average mean 

sco:r;:~ of 36. 
.1: 

It can therefore be concluded that the socializa

tion measure reflects both the departmental influence and 

the individual's susceptibility. It can further be concluded 
I' 

that the socialization explains 'corruption in part, as qad 

been speculated. The results of this study indicate that 

where improbus practice t~,kes place, most officers are highly 

socialized so that the values and norms of their peers become 

the operative basis of their behavior. 
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POLICE-PEER RF..LATIONS SC1\LE 

PLEASE WRITE THE CORRECT LETTER It; THE SPACE PROVIDED AT THE LEFT. 

1. The amount of time and effort devoted to orientat' ~on l.'nto 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

~ this police department is: 
a) none b) very llmited c) ll.·m~ted d) d 

~ a equate e) extensive 

My personal knowledge of the formal structure (Commissioner Chief chain of 
command, names of the units, etc.) of this police departmen~ is th~t I know; 

a) all of it in detail b) most details c) some details 

d) only the general pi~ture e) very little, almost nothing 

My personal knowledge of the formal procedures (ways of doing things) in this 
department is that I know: 

a) all of it in detail b) most details c) some details 

d) only the general picture e) very little, almost nothing 
• 

My personal l".nowledge of the informal structure of this department (who has "clout", 
leaders of informal groups, etc.) is that I know: 

a) all of it in detail b) most details c) some details 

d) only the general picture e) very little, almost nothing 

My personal knowledge of the informal procedures (ways of actually doing thi ) 
in this department is that I know: - ,ngs 

a) all of it in detail b) most details c) some details 

d) only the general picture e) very little, almost nothing 

In terms of knowing the values (what really counts in this department) I'know: 

a) all o~ it in detail b) most details c) some details 

d) only ,th~ general picture e) very little, almost nothing 

As far as the recent history of this department is concerned (major events, han 
problems, etc.), I know: c ges, 

a) all of it in detail b) most c:1etails c) some details 

d) only the general picture e) very little, almost nothing 

;, 
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8. r~ T t i u l.' .corm or on duty I £~:'.ol th.:~t. X at:\ fir'st and for, el!~~j't <1 .~; tan ... art! no n n.L , ,_ 
police officer: 

it) ~ 11 the t:ime ,b) mos t of the .,tim.;,:· c) seRa of tbo time 

d} occasionally e) almost not at all 

9. 1·1}" o\m feeling about the poj.ice image is tr..at I a:::: 

a) ve~ypreud of it b) mostly proud of it c} proud at, ·times 

d) not v'ery proud of it e) somewhat ashamed of it 

10. My .ideas of \<yhat is right and ~'l:'ong are: 

a) very individual, different from most officers in the department 
, 

b) £jom~what individual, most different 

c) individual . .in some case-s, like other offIcers in some cases 

d) mostly like; those of other officers i~ this department 

e) completely likf~ these of other officE:rs in this department 
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Findings 

Introduction 

The project perspectives and the instruments generated 

by them were applied to the subject cities (see Appendix 

for description of these cities). From these studies, 

three ,sets of variables - community, individual, organiza-

tional - were identified,. It is the integration of these 

variables which produced what is conceptualized here as the 

"system approach." 
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Communi,ty Variables 

The Knapp Commission identification of "meat eaters" 

and "grass eaters" has been extended by this study into a 

complex typology of forms of police corruption. These 

definitions force';us to focus not only upon the very obvious 
l\ " 

l~gislative and societal conditions which lead to corruption 

but also upon the active role p+ayed by many corrupt"police 

officers in exploiting opportunities to engage in unethical 

and corrupt beha.vior. 

The most common measures of police corruption have related 

to bribery, vi~e, organized crime, illegal businesses, and 

the need to uphold the moral standards of the community., 

Although the problems of police corruption cannot be separated 

from these acti vi ties, the research in th:j..s study has, reveal~~~, 
.. r;;.1 

that the problems of IX'lice corruption are considerably broader and nore -' 
) 

ccmplex in terms of their interrelationships with the OPIX'rtunitiJs ayail-
, , 

able for corrupt IX'lice"behavior in the oormn.mity, as well as in, the ethicaL 

disparity between the police and the conmunities in which they ~rk. 

In t.his chapter \'le will be' focusing upon the community 

variables and measures which affect police corruption. These 

classes of measures take into account both active forms of 

corruption (where the officer either directly or subtly ini

tiates the coriditions for corruption) and passive forms of 
1.1 

corruption (where the officer receives small favors as an 

inducement for remaining friendly or cooperating with specific 
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, ) These variables can be summarized members of the commun~ty. 

as follows: 

opportunity for corrupt behavior 

population 

land area 

density, 

'income level 

community and criminal justice processes 

respect for private property 

communi t.y expectations 

• 
community sensibility i.e. willingness to report 

corrupt police actions 

community morality" 

Although the relationship of police corruption to many of 

the variables mentioned above are welllmoWn, the impact of 

community variables on the level of corruption must be vie\'led 

h ' t d Th~s finding came about as a major finding of t ~s s u y. • 

t t expla"in the relative lack of as a result of attemp s 0 

corruption in a community where the department's level of 

was not particularly strong and where the ethical discipline 
-' 

standards of the members of the department wer~ ~oderately 

low compared to those of other departments in " this study. 

'Further, the gr~ater g~ographicai area from which the officers 

were recruited has previously sustained some of the most 

. corru. ption \,Ii thin the country • . ser~ous It should also be 
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noted that the willingness of the members of this department 

to report their peers for corrupt activities was the second 

lowest of any city studied. 

However, this particular jurisdiction appeared to be one 

of the least corrupt of all the cities studied in terms of 

our direct ride-along measure of corruption. Efforts to 

develop an explanation for this dichotomy betw~en 1) an 

absence of corrupt behavior and 2) low values on McC-F Impro

bity variables measuring personal standards of honesty, 

willingness to report other officers, and level of discipline 

led to the identification'of the concept of "opportunity." 

Further analysis indicated that our original measure of 

opportunity, which was developed from the Commander's Corrup

tion Hazard Questionnaire I was more complex than was originalli\. 
• II 

thought. This further analysis. revealed that two var5.~}:Ples 

impacted our measure of "opportunity. The firstwal? a measure 

of "community sensibility" or the willingness to report 

corrupt behavior on the part of police officers. The public 

,surveys using McC-.F improbity Questionnaires provided this 

measure in a very direct manner as it asked the public 

respondant to indicate those corrupt acts by a police officer 

which he or she would report" 

The second mea,sure was that of "community expectations." 

This measure is less direct in that it requires analysis of 
,; . 

the ethical standards of the P4plic respondants and their O 
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answers to the personal standards 9uestion series ~n the 

McC-F Improbity Questionnaire as well as the responses to 

the same items' of police officers from that community. 
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Although these variables measured by the Improbity 

questionnaire have a clear meaning in the context of the 

impact of community vabiables upon police corruption, the 

measure was initially developed from a paired-comparison 

ra~king of the responses of the Commander's corruption Hazard 

Profile. This measure and its supporting statistical evidence 

is the tOp'ic of the following section. 

Corruption Hazards 

A. Opportunities for Corruption within the community 

The study methodology provided that this questionnaire 

be distributed by the chief law enforcement official of the 

community td his commanders. The questionnaire requested 
\" 

information on 1) possible cdkruption hazards within the 

agency or the community and 2) suggested remedies. It 

attempted to elicit specific internal and external .,conditions 

having' the potential to be sources of corruption or which 

were already sources of corruption. The ques.tionnairesasked 

the officers to identify the following types of items: 

• conditions which were or might become a corruption 

hazard 

the currency with which reports and records were 

maintained 

• the contents of reports to indicate how corruption 

hazards might manifest themselves (lack of active 

1 
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reports filed, unenforced parking violations, 

frequent officer/car out-of-service conditions, etc.) 

existence of departmental guidelines with respect 

to corruption hazards and their usage, including 

the source of policy guidelines to assist officers 

in responding to corruption hazards. 

identification of specific commander initiatives 

to reduce problems which might be caused by 

corruption hazards 

the 'effectiveness of such command initiatives and 

how that effectiveness or its lack had been indicated. 

Discipline and Commander Corruption Hazard Profiles as a 

Ride-Along Proxy 

An important aim of the study was to develop a measure 

of police corruption using a questionnaire-type format. 

Although it was accepted that the ride-along technique Which 
Ii 

utilized interviewers who had been ranking officers in major 

city pplice departments and therefore had both perspective 

and a shared sense of values with the officer being interviewed 
/' 

provided a relatively accurate measuring device of the degree 

of corruption among the police departments studied, ,it was too 

cumbersome and time-consuming for general use. t: In attempt-
" 

ing to find a proxy for the ride-along scores, the concept of 

opportunity became an important issue. 

In the McC-F Improbity Questionnaire, the questions 
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relating to discipline initially appeared to be the most 

important in terms of finding a proxy for the ride-along. 
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However, the use of the Commander's Corruption Hazard Profile 

to provide an initial measure of opportunities for corruption 

within the community waS also very important in the develop

ment of the proxy measure. This opportunity measure turned 

out to be the second most important variable, increasing the 

statistic from F =10.839 to F = 15.328 over that which would 

obtain by.regressing the McC-F disciplinary question responses. 

Although ft is recognized that the expectations of a community 

with respect to the 'standards of behavior expect.ed of the 

police are more cJ,psely related to the discipline series of 

questions, the degree to which these variables may exhibit 

autocorrelation did not affect the very important result that 

1) the two variables alone described 92.6% of the variation 

on the ride-along scores (multiple R) and that and R2 of .858 

and an adjusted R2 of .0802 were obtained ,V'i th a very signi

ficant value for the F statistic and 2) the degre~ to which 

there were corruption opportunities in the community was an 

exceedingly important determinant with respect to the level 

of corruption which existed in the community. (Refer to 

the statistical report for more specific details). 

Analysis of Corruption Hazard Profile Results 

This commander's survey provided a broad conceptual view 

of the range of police corruption. From the analysis of the 

survey results it was possible to develop a relatively strong 
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taxonomy of the types and forms of police corruption. It 

should be noted that it is very difficult if not impossible 

to separate a departments' view of corrupt behavior from 

those items which they perceive to be corruption hazards. 

This is itself is not surprising, as the notion of the 

relative nature of deviance or the setting of. boundaries 

and cutting points has beerr a key conceptual iss~e with 

respect to a definition of police misbehavior. 

Leslie Wilkins has cogently stated this issue. "A society 

in which ~ large proport~on of the 1 t' .. popu a ~on regularly prac-

tice a given form of behavior will tend to permit the behavior 

and not define it as "deviant." According to this interpre

tation of the term "deviant" it is impossible to conceive of 

any action being classified as deviant when the majority of 

the population within a culture regularly practice that 

action. However, owing to inertia within social systems, 

the official definition of deviance may fallout of line with 

the definitions of individuals. " 

One of the major conceptual issues we must face in attempt

ing to identify those community variables which relate to 

corruption is the need to recognize the rather wide variations 

among the sets of beha~iors which are considered acceptable 

in each community. In departme~ts where "grass-eating" types 

of corruption were quite prevalent, offers of free "coffee or 

free meals were not viewed as corruption hazards; in other 
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departments, they were seen as serious opportunities for 

corrupt behavior. 

Extensive analysis of conditions throughout the study 

cities indicated that there were some important community 

variables which led to the existence or non-existence of 

corruption. These variables were initially classified as 

oppor''b.uni ties or lack of opportuni ties for corru~.tion. 

Further in-depth analysis using data from the Commander's 

Hazard Profile led to the development of a broader classifi

cation. This> framework is formed by expanding the original 

active-passive notion of police corruption as follows: 

Continuing Corruptive Relationships 

• active, "meat-eating U
' - high prevalence 

• active, "grass-eating" - low prevalence 

• passive, i'grass-eating V1 --high prevalence 

• passive, "meat-eating"- rarely if ever exists 

- Opportunistic Corruptive Behavior 

• active, "meat-eating - low prevalence 

• active, "grass-eating" 

passive, "meat-eating" 

• passive, "grass-eating" 

low prevalence 

can occur with generally 
honest officers 

highest prevalence 

Each of' these two major classes - continuing and opportunistic 

behaviors - are discussed in· the followin~, two subsections. 
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The types of continuing opportunities for corruption 

relate to more than vice,alcohol and the problems of 

licensed establishments, but extend to a wide variety of 

interactions with the publ~c which lend themselves to 

"grass-eating" forms of corruption. They include: 

Regulation of taxi-cabs 

Paying towing trucks 

- Relations with bonding Companies 

- Improper access and/or distribution of criminal 

,".'-,.,,,. 

--..;~ 

c: 
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reports and records. ~ 

Although the above are indicative of the kinds of corruptive 1'.~ir 
b.,havior available to officers who desire ;'r ar,e inducem to ' :,If, 
undertake such behavior, there are more subtle forms of :~'.~1'-" 
continuing corruptive relationships which ev~n the most ',astute 

earlier observers have not seen as serious matters. 

These ,areas, although they do provide significant continu

ing opportunities for corruptive behavior, are among 'the few 

opportuni ties which l) are directly subj,ect to the internal 

control by the departlnent and 2) which are only slightly 

affected by the community and its expectations. 

kinds of continuing activities are the following: 

Favoritism to vendors or supplie~s 

Diversion of supplies 

Among these 

- Us~ of police as go-betweens for pay-offs to 
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correctional officials to provide favoritism 

or special considerations for prisoners. 
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The likelihood that the community and the public will 

beco~e aw~re of these forms of corrupt activity is consi

derably less likely than is the case with other continuing 

forms of potential corruption. 

r .. , . ¥-

An officer's participation in these types of corrupt 

activities may come to the attention of very few other-people. 

Such participation does not involve members of the wider 

public, nor does it necessitate the cooperation of a large 

number of' police officers. This fact is important because 

it affects the major means by 't'Which corrupt behavior is 

controlled. Departmental discipline, peer group pressure, 

and community disapproval can act as deterrents only 't"hen, 

th~re is a -.fairly high probability that the corrupt behavior 

will become known to at least one of these sanctioning groups. 

In these cases of these continuing corruptive relationships 

which do not involve the community at large, this possibility 

is even lower than it is with most forms of corruption. 

Opportunistic' Corruptive Beha'vior 

Opportunistic corruptive behavior has the characteristic 

that the participants are exposed to the officers' cor:upt 

behavior on a mere chance or random basis. Most of the types 
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of activities which lend themselves to such opportunistic 

corruptive behavior relate to the following: 

- T~affic violations 

- Driving while intoxicated 

-,Consumption of vice 

Recovery of stolen property 

Theft of goods at a crime scene 

Many officers'who would not engage in the virtual selling 

out of the department which accompanie{s the typical "meat

eating" co'rruption' might quite willingly take home a part of 

a side of beef from a truck that has been wrecked or hijacked. 

To a great degree, this type of corrupt activity occurs under 

the following condi,tions: 
is 

- It takes place in relatively low visibility situations, '4i 

- there is little chance of 'the activity bei~g repo;}ted 

- the possib,i;t.i ty of serious disciplinary action bei:ng 

taken is low, and more important, 
, 

- the officer is able to rationalize the corrupt 

behavior in terms of: 

• his salary 

the danger to whiCh he is exposed on a /1 

regular basis 

the public attitude towards the police, 

and/or 

the lack of resultarit harm to any.individ~al. 
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Very often the police officer justifies these forms 

of corruption with the rationalization that they do not 
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hurt the affected members of the community. Another rational-

izationprovided by the community is a distinction between 

bribery 011- the scene and the promise of future favors -- i. e ,I I 

a lawyer stopped for drunk driving who promises to "help the 

officer out ll if he runs into any leg~l problems in gratitude 

for either driving the lawyer home or calling him a cab. 

In situations like these, "respectable" members of the 

community encourage the police to engage in improbus acti

vities which have little chance of being detected and which 

are easy to justify in terms of community values. The need 

to understand thes~ issues drew the study team to investigate 

the concepts of community expectations and community sensi-

bility which are the topics of the following section. 

• Police Expectations and Community Expectations - Commonality 

Interestingly enough, for most departments there was a 

considerable divergence between what the individuals in the 

department expected of themselves and their peers and what 

the public expected of the members of the deparo:nent. 

Although the data was available for only a limited number 

of cities with respect to a direct 'comparison of the responses 

of the citizens and local police to the same quest~ns, in 

two areas ... we found-" some -considerable agreement. 

I 
t 
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Two hundred and thirty-two police of-ficers and one 

hundred and sixty-three civilians from the same communities 

were asked to respond' to the statement "The public has 

a right to expect officers to have higher ethical standards 

than themselves." In each city, police and public agreed 
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that the ethical standards of police officers should be higher 

than those of the community they serve. 

This was, however, in striking contrast to another 

series ~f questions which related to items such as the 

following: 

The willingness of officers to give up their 

off-duty time 

The right of police officers to strike 

The right of the public to be critical '~of 

police errors in judgement 

The need for police officers to have 

some college education prior to employment 

The duty of the police to professionalize 

themselves through higher: education and 

training 

r 
", ,I 

In response to these more specific items., there was 

little or no agreement. In each of the four cities tested 

witn this measure, the public's demands upon the police were 

consi4erably higher than the demands that the police made 
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Oommunity Sensibility 

In attempting to measure Community Sensibility the 

police/public surveys were extended. ThLs extension required 

that the membe.rs of the public surveyed in each city answer 

the "Personal Standard of Honesty" and "Reporting of Police 

Behavior" questions asked of the police in the same cit~. 

I)); 
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The questions relating to discipline (For which 

activities would you be disciplined if your supervisor 

determined that you had undertaken such activities?) were 

not appropriate for the public group, as it \-las felt that 
" 

member~ of the public would not have sufficient knowledge 

of internal police affairs to provide a useful comparison 

with police officer responses •. 

Over all, there is considerable div~rgence between the 

responses'of the citizens with respect to their personal 

or public standard,$ of honesty and those of the police. 

However, there are two rather interesting character-
. 

istics. In a Southwest metropolitan suburban city having 

,n 

relatively low levels of corruption as measured by th/~ ride-, 3 

along score, there were a means of 9.37 for the 143 p~'lblic 

members. surveyed and a mean of 9.56 for the 206 poli9~ 

officers surveyed. 

W~th respect to reporting improbus behav~or, however, 

considerable v,ariance was displayed. The public group would 

report activities with a mean of 4.5 as compared with the 

police group which would report activities with a mean of 8.07. 

The ~ariance estLmates (both pooled and separate were 0.0, 
." 

which means that the distributions were so divergent that 

we can state with considerable certainty'that the response 
1 .' ..... 

came from considerably different groups. Apparently most 
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of the officers and citizens believe. that relatively 

petty things such as free cups of coffee or providing 

discounts on meals are not serious matters., " 
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police officers indicated that they did not usually report 

the taking of free meals, but, given our typology, they 

would report anything which: exceeded this level. The public 

sensibility with respect to repo~ting was considerably lower 

a~g."would allow all but items such as taking money from 

gamblers, .towing companies or merchandise from stores to go 

unr~ported.. Not surprisingly, the above data fitG very 

closely with the level of corruption found ~ithin this city. 

This citY' is relatively free of major corruption, although 

some "grass-eating" types of corruption do exist. It would 

appear that the department has bee'n able to move its" members' 

behavior well above the community expectations as measured 

by the "Would you report," series of questions. This is 

further reinforced by a review of the officers' response to 

the discipline question, wherein the 206 officers responding 

had a mean of 10.54 with a relatively small standard of· err'or 

"of • 372) which implies rathe~1 considerable reliability and 

consistency among the responses. In this case the findings 

of our study for the city are rather consistant. Specifically, 

• the city has a moderate to medium level of 

corruption 

• members of the community and of the police 
" 

department have personal standards which 
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are slightly higher than these which oUr 

observers in the ride-along discovered, but 

• the willingness of the citizens to report 

(used as an indication of their expectations 

of police behavior) is relatively low 

• the level of organizational integrity as 

Inea~.ured by the discipline questions is 

exceptionally high and this is reflected 

in the considerable difference between the 

public expeptations as measured by their 

responses to the reporting questions and the" 

willingness of officers to report their peers 

as measured by the police officer responses 

to the reporting questions. 
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ii Ii 
·Ii 

For another citTa1so having moderately low cprruption, 
, " 

we have an entirely different profile. Again, the public 

stanc1ards and police standards of honesty are quite s·imilar. 

~he overall level of standards of honesty in 
I.'t 

the two cities are considerably different 

• In this eastern metropolitan suburban city, 

there is almost( a full percentage difference 

between the two groups 
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Further, the moderately low level of 

corruption within the city as measured 
'0 

by the ride-along scores can be 

attributed to what we have found to be 

a lack of opportunity for corruption 

as opposed to willingness to engage in 

corrupt behavior. This is further 

collaborated by the re1at:j.ve1y 10\0,1 

willingness of the"public to report. 
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However, in this case the level of organizational integrity 

as measured by the discipline questions was considerably 

lower than the reporting scores, implying simply that it 
" '\. 

would be impossible to co~it certain activities and that 

the 1ik1ihood of being disciplined .may not be significant 

deterrent in an of itself. 

Although a formal model which incorporated community 

sensibility as measured by the public resoonse to the personal 

standards of honesty question and community expectations 

as measured by th.e public response to the reporting quest,ion 
,ll • 

has not been developed as, a part of this study, t:p.ese two 

variables :taken from the Commanders Profile have a significant 

. 'power as an explanatory mechanism, particularly when ~oup1ed 
'.' 

with comparative analysis using pq1iceresponses to questions 

on reporting, honesty, and discipli~e. 

\ 
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Understanding of the Role Corruption Hazards Have on creating 

Opportunities for Police corruption within the Community_ 

In this section we discuss our understanding of the role 

each of the three classes of opportunity/corruption hazards 

plays in police corruption and the changing hazard profile 

while occurs when activities which are either illegal or 

only marginal legal become prevalent, are no longer an object 

for enforcement, or become legal and subject to governmental 

regulation. 

From the least corrupt city to the most corrupt, there 

was considerable concern on the part of the command officers 

completing the Corruptio~ Hazard Profiles with'respect to 

sexually oriented business establishments and activities. 

Sexually oriented hazards are a concern of all commanders, 

from the most corrupt districts within the most corrupt 
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cities to the least corrupt districts within the least 

corrupt cities. This occurs because sexually oriented 

activiti~s provide opportunities for corruption at all 
1. 

point~j'i:llong the following continuum: 

• illegally based criminal activities 

marginally legal and regulated business 
/ 

• legal activities having opportunities for 

corruptibility of police officer and agencies. 
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The key is that all police activities in which even legal 

behavior is regulated or laws are enforced, provide officers 

with significant opportunities to excercise discretion. This 

is most obvious in "meat-eating" types of corruption which 

involve the forebearance or inaction by an officer and in 

which his culpability is clear. But even in these types of 

activities it is often possible for the officers to cooperate 

with the corruptively-based or the illeg4lly based-criminal 

activity without directly exposing themselves. In many cases, 

the officers' major risk and exposure occurs when they receive 

payment for the cooperative effort. With marginally legal 

activities and many regulated business, the police officers 

can very' often claim that their activities were proper and 

were in·fact consistent with the desires of the community as 

a whole or at least with the acceptaDle behavior for the 
, 

neighborhood for Which they were responsible. And where 
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the officer is primarily engaging in oversight, inspection, 

and regulation of these activities with respect to local 

civil ordinances or misdeameanors as opposed to. more serious 

types of criminal violation, it is often difficult to strike 

the appropriate balance bet\,leen public service, reasonable 

enforcement of ordinances where there is a scarcity of police 

resources and the promotion of economic well-being of the 

community vis-a-vis the fight against corruption of the 

department and the diversion the scarce law enforcement re-

sources. 

This leads to some seve.re concern with an exceptionally 

common measure used to indicate an absence of corruption, 

one which was cited by many of the district commanders respond-
\. ' 

ing to 1;~e questions in the Corruption Hazard Profile. This 

measure states that, in the words of one commander I "Officer's 

of my unit or under my command made no bribery arrests and 

there was no complaint of corruption reported or otherwise 

relative (sic) to an officer of my command over the last 

12 months." Given that our data suggests that the evidence 

necessary to indicate corruption is difficult to obtain when 

the police officers are not apprehended in the possession 

of physical evidence which clearly demonstrates culpability, 

measures which rely upon the absence of conviction or com

plaints have little or no va.lidity. It appeared interesting 

that those departments and districts where the district 
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commanders had the most to be defensive about with respect 

to potential and actual corruption were the major proponents 

of this measure and usually this type of response immediately 

followed the question on command accountability and was 

appended as a note to the questionnaire. 

One of the more significant aspects of corruptive behavior 

is the degree to which command personnel are able to cope 

with its existance and to rationalize their responses to it 

through the selection of measures of corruption which are 

extremely ,stringent. This behavior, although understandable, 

is a key to the understanding of the role corrupti.on plays 

within the community. 

1: The Role of Denial of Corruption by Command Officials 

A major reason for the apparent lack of interest in 

problems of corruption by a significant number of command 

officers can be found in their ability to accomplish organi

zational objectives under what are often extremely tight 

resource constraipts. 

The talents that provide officers in command positions 

with the ability to.allocate scarce resources effectively 

are often the most important key to their ultimate success 

or failure in their careers. Fighting corruptive behavior 

provides little personal reward for these command officers 

and utilizes precious resources. Among the reasons officers 
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will give very low priorities to the investigation and 

ultimate prosecution of corruptive activities, whether they 

be of the "meat-eating II or "grass-eating" variety, are the 

following: 

• It uses scarce personal resources of the 

command officers and rarely can be delegated 

because of the .sensitive nature of the task 

and the possibility that the investigation 

may be compromised by other individuals 

• Individuals and organizations engaged in 

corruptively based criminal activities often 

have significant legal resources and may have 

powerful connections within the community who 

are capable of affecting the command officers 

career and p~9motability 

• The forces ''lho might most reasonably' obj ect 

to many of the activities of the marginally 

legally and regulated business and their 

impact upon the community are often citizens 
::-~/( 

and citizen groups having very little poli

tical power and who may lack significant 

crepibility because of their vociferousness 

and continued agitation 

• The command officer may feel these individuals 

are difficuit to deal with and cannot be de

pended upon to compromise or to n~gotiate in 

good faith 
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• The selective provision of resources and 

enforcement meets demands which are placed 

on the command officer by citizens requesting 

additional protection or special privileges. 
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The command officer may tend to overlook certain 

type of "grass-eating" corruption, recognizing 

that the officers are providing services which 

he would like them to provide irrespective of 

the manner in which the officers are induced 

to, selectively provide this protection or 

enforcement. 

It should 'be recognizep that the command officers have an 

exceptionally difficult time in obtaining cooperation from 

.the operational/patrol officer. They may have two or three 

levels of supervision between themselves and the field 

personnel. Additionally, command officers receive direction 

from their own superiors as ''lell as direct requests from the 

members of the community to provide the services which the 

"grass-eating" type of corrupt officer may be providing: 

hence, they cannot be overly enthusiastic about eliminating 

the free cups of coffee or meals which induce the self

directed field officers to work a little harder to provide 

extra services to specific members of the business community. 

With respect to the more serious forms of corruption the 

command officers have a number of other options: 

.d' 
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• to pretend that those activities do not exist 

• to assure themselves that none of their own 

colleagues undertook those activities when in 

a similar first line/field position and there-

fore there is no reason to think that any 

current officers would undertake such activity 

• that if any of that is going around it would 

obviously have been reported either by a citizen 

or member of the department or command. 

detection of corruption is a responsibility of 

internal investigation and they have not found 

any serious problems in "my}' districe' or, 
/ 

, our officers' pay is so 10\,1 and the risks that 

they und'ertake so great that little indiscretions 

such as free meals, cups of ooffee or even ace .. )pt

ing gifts of a small nature help the men's morale 

a lot. There is also a rather sig~~ficant degree 
o . 

of animosity on .the part of some of the command. 

officers due to the fact that city officials 

in other departments are very often allowed to 

accept gifts of value less than $25.00 at Christ-

mastime, with only the police excluded. 
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The key to ~nderstanding the command accpetance of officers 

who provide special privileges to specific organizations or 

individuals is that the law can at best be enforced selectively 
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and henceforth in an inconsistent and perhaps discriminatory 

way. This is in no small part due to the ambivilance a 

community has towards the enforcement of its laws. This 

ambivilence results in the community attitude that the officers 

ought not to be enforcing traffic laws and parking violations, 

or otherwise depriving "good" business men of their livelihood 

by making it difficult for them to operate, but should be 

,f6cusing on crimes of physical violence and property theft. 

~h4 politicians' ambivilence is manifested in the const.raints, 

both in terms of resource allocation and enforcement objectives, 

which are placed upon the police. 

2. Illegally Based and Corruptably Based Criminal Activities 

Each of the forms of "meat-eating" types of police 

corruption have numerous ramifications for productivity and 

efficiency' of the police department~ These activities include 

the following: 

Illegal businesses which include operation 

of loan sharking, protection rackets, extortion 

from individuals and businessmen, distribution 

of hijacked and stolen goods, and.distribution 

of bootleg liquor and cigarettes. 

Sexually based corruptive criminal activities, 

which include organized prostitution, red light 

district operation, operations that use children 

as sexual objects, and rackets which include 

compromising individuals coupled with implied or 
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direct extortion or theft 

Organized crime, including gambling, narcotics, 

diversion and theft of drugs from physicians 

and pharmacies, theft of valuable commodities 

such as artwork, credit cards, jewelry, secu

rities, as well as counterfeiting and many 

other activities which rely on the forebearance 

of law enforcement for the opportunities to 

exist 

E~trepreneurly based criminally corruptive 

activities including the individual criminal 

oriented entrepreneur, whose activities include 

pimping, small numbers operations, bookmaking .. 
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provided as a "service" for customers of other -~ 

businesses and many of the aspects of distrib\~ 

tion of drugs and narcotics. 

The relevant issue with respect to all of the above forms 

of criminal behavior is that their continued existance relies 

on explicit cooperation by at least individual if'not groups 

of law enforcement officia.,lS. This tacit or implicit coopera

tion operates in a nu~er of ways: 

• tip-offs of impending police action 

o selective and discriminatory enforcement so as 

to restrict the activities of criminally oriented 

entrepreneurs, allowing other criminals perform

ing the same activities t9 continue tp operate. 
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errors in arrest procedures which result in an 

inability to prosecute 

• release of confidential data of the department 

including names of witnesses which allow for 

intimidation 

distruction of police records and theft or 

distruction of evidence 

• covert and overt participation by members of 

the department in any of the above illegal or 

corruptively based criminal activities. 
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The major problem with each of these activities is that the 

loyalties of the officers becomes strained and t~eir depen

dance on large amounts of cash and/or favors becomes so 

great that the public becomes aware of it, which ser~ously 

impairs trust in the po;tice and the willingness of the public 

to perform their own roles in crime control. There will be 

,little or no community cooperation wi.th the police when 

members of the community fear retribution of feel that their 

actions are futile. 

The second factor in reducing police-department produc

tivity and efficiency is the diversion of resources by officers 

who engage in corruption-related activities while on dutyo A 

rel,ated problem is that the honest members of the department 

may spend considerable time and effort on standard police 

investigations which are then compromised by t.he corrupted 

officers. 
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It is clear that a police department does not only 

operate in a particular community, it is also an integral 

part o£ that community. The ethical standards of the de-

partment and of its officers are consistently being measured 

against those of the public which they serve and any sizable 

disparity in either direction will impede efficient and 

honest law enforcement. Only when police and community agree 

on a high level of integrity will such a level be enforced 

consistently, just as a low level will be enforced consistently 

when that .is the wish of both parties. Having examined the 

role of the community in dictating the applicable standard of 

police probity, it therefore becomes necessary to look at the 

relevant factors pertaining to departmental organization and 

individual ethics. 
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Organizational Variables 

Any organization, aside from its formal functional 

structure, is also a social ent~ty which finds its princi-

pal definition in an informal structure. Peter Drucker (1973), 

in fact, defined work as providing a social and communal 

bond for people. "Not only does it determine status, but 

work satisfies man's need for belonging to a group and for, 

a meaningful relationship to others of his kind" (Drucker, 

1973, p. 107). 

In ,police agencies or organization, the tendency 

toward social bonding is markedly stronger than in other 

work groups, because the police identity tends to separate 

its incumbents from the general population and causes them 

to find solidarity with their fellow police officers. 

An individual officer can belong to several informal 

groups. One is a group which has a corrunon supervisor; 

another is a group engaged ~n a commo t k f . • n 'as ,or unct~on; 

another is a friendship clique, cQmposed of officers who 

have a. liking for each other; another is an interest group 

of employees, who "share a common economic interest and 

seek to gain some objective relating to the larger organi

zation" (Sayles" 1957). 

It is important to recognize all these possible 

peer groups in police agencies, because they exert formida

ble influence on the individual police officer. 
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In the pioneer Hawthorne studies i t ~'las found that 

"the values and customs of the group were more important 

to individuals composing it than any cash benefits (Brown, 

1954, p. 81). Subsequent studies, through the years 

(Bakke, 1953; Seashore, 1954; Asch, 1955; Dearborn & 

Gunderson~(~.:ct9'69'i Estabrook & Sommer, 1972) have further 
j,I~{l\ 

demonstrated the influence of the work group on the ~~ti-

tudes, values, and perception of the individual. 
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If a police organization is to accomplish its 

purposes, ~very person in it must be molded to some degree 

into the image of the organization. Bakke (1953) has 

suggested that the process by which this fusion is attempted 

be labeled the formal socializing process. 

The police agency has a position, that of police 

officer, to which has been delegated certain formal tal*s 

or functions. To attain that position, a police applicant 

takes a battery of tests and is screened by interviewers 

and by a pre-employment check. If his score on the test 

is higJ?, enough, if he meets the physical requirements, and 

is able to qualify throbgh the pre-employment screening 

and intervie\<l, he is then selected. His induction into the 

police agency is a forma:lly pJ.anned process that usually 

starts with an address by the Chief of Police, Mayor or 

other official. He is issued a uniform, and in the case of 

large'; police agencies, it may be a special uniform'that 
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indicates his probationary status. He enters a training 

program or academy whose minimum hours of training are 

mandat.ed by State law. within the training program, he 

usually encounters personnel specialists, firearms experts, 

detectives, line managers, police surgeons, chaplains, and 

other agency officials, all of whom assert that they are 

helping him to fit into the department as a well coordina

ted and highly motivated employee. He learns the laws and 

regulations and procedures that rule the formal work process. 

A key initiation occurs when he is given a weapon, and 

off times, the badge is given in ~n equally formidable and 

significant ceremony, sometimes even as part of the gradua

tion from training. He is now expected to assume the 

position assigned to him and to function as defined. As 

he works, he will be continually reminded of the organiza

tional duty at the daily roll call by his "duty" Sergeant. 

At the same time that the formal 'organization is 

trying to make a police officer out of the individual for 

the accomplishment of agency purposes, the individual is 

trying to mold the organization for the accomplishment of 

his personal aims ang to flesh out and realize his concep

tion of himself as a police officer. He may bargain for 

specific assignments and for special con,ditions. When he 

gets on the job, he will emphasize the functions he likes 
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to perform and will minimize those that he does not like. 

He will form a conception of the personal behavior or con-

duct which he expects of himself and a conception of the 

standing which is appropriate for him as an officer to occupy. 

The process by which the person tries to impose his image on 

the formal job h~~ been called lithe personalizing process." 

While he takes on the ident~"ty of a police officer, 

he 'sees himself becoming separated from civilian society. 

Friends, even relatives, relate to him in new ... vays, are 

curious about his role and function, and a barrier develops 

between him and those with whom he was close. Part of what 

he learns in training is, in fact, secret police lore, some-
I! 

times because of its legitimate relationship to criminal 

inves'j;igation procedures or data, sometimes because of a 

history of in-group secrecy tha't has a protective and bind-

ing function. As a novice, he cannot always tell the b~sis 

of the. oaths of secrecy that are directly or implicitly. 

elicited from him. But he feels constrained in talkin~\ to 

friends and relatives, and can be at eas/1 only when conversing 

with fellow officers. 

The rites and emotional significance of firearms 

training and target practice are sufficiently jarring for 

most recruits that this part of training builds a solidarity. 

Aggressive impulses, carefully harnessed and controlled, now 

i~nd an outlet of considerable immediacy. While the purpose 
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of training is, in fact, to help in achieving control both 

of the weapon and its use, the internal struggle can be 

best understood by those who experienced it, while maintain

ing the same required mask of stoic acceptance. 

When he begins to work on the street as a police 

officer, whether on foot patrol, motorized patrol or in 

stationhouse duty, he meets people for the first time in 

his new role. Slowly he begins to acquire the appropriate 

suspiciousness 6f II c ivilia;ns" that is part of the stance of 

the police officer. He learns that, in real life, the first 

person in an incident who comes forward with a complaint 

is as likely to be perpetrator as he is victim. The new 

officer also learns that, given the discretion that is vested 

in a police officer, the regulations that he learned in the 

academy offer alternatives, not clear prescriptions for 

behavior. Also, preconceptions about police work generally 

are not helpful in preparing someone to actually fill the 

role, deriving, at worst, from the distortions of the media, 

and, ~t best, from the selective emphases and colorations 

of accounts from close relatives or friends. 

The social structure of police work has specific 

effects as well, Unlike work in a factory, shop or office, 

most police work is carried out by individuals or pairs 

on patrol. While patrol covers a given sector, in most 

departments there is some discretion given to the officer(s) 
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about the specific route and how much time or attention 

should be given to each sub-sector. S~pervision, there

fore, is inevitably remote, although most police officers 

are monitored via portable radio. This work site isolation 

of the police role makes the new officer particularly 

susceptible to influence from fellow officers, from the 

reference group or work group that commands the officer's 

attention. The most obvious source of what \ole can term 

informal socialization is the senior police officer or 

experienced partner to whom ra\Ol recruits are assigned by 

most police agencies. Throughout life our initial source 

of information about role-related behaviors usually comes 

from observing other people in these roles. When we like 

or respect or in other ways identify with the person that 

\'le are observing, that person becomes a "role model. n 

Experienced police officers, going through the routines of 

a regular tour of duty, are often role models, socializing 

the neophyte to the police function. 

. Yet, the influence of other officers should not 

be underestimated. If there is strong cohesiveness between 

the members of a group who ''lork for a specific supervisor, 

or who have a specific function, traffic, narcotics, vice, 

property clerking, etc., then any member of the group can 

exercise influence on the newcomer, even through a few, 

chance comments offered in casua~/conversation. It the 
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newcomer finds an affinity based on economic interest with 

his peers in the academy, or fello:. ... l'lcmber of an ethnic 

grouPr or any other way, then these officers can be influ~ 

ential. 

Now, one influence that is exercised is not 

simply a definition of how to behave, but also includes 

how and when not to behave, what to think and feel, and 

extends to the area of basic work values. 

Most police officers who have been identified 

as corrupt, particularly those tried and convicted for 

corruption, describe an early influence process of this 

kind. They remember cynical asides from senior officers \ ( 

whose opinions they respected. Most of them also describe 

the movement through successite stages of improbus behaviors 
\' 

beginning with minor and insi~nificant violation of the 

formal rules that could easily be rationalized, and proceed-

ing sequentiall~ through more and more serious violations 

that required more elaborate rationalization and value 

shift with each stage. Along the route are the landmarks of 

gifts, solicited gifts, graft, bribes, and, in some cases, 

the extremes of overt, deliberate criminal activity. The 

landscape on this route is marked by the notions of clean 

money~ dirty money, opportunity too "good~ to be turned 
" 

down, and finally the rationalization that "everyone is 
fl 
" 

doing it, 'anyway." 

. 

Not oI1:ly is the introduction to this system'determined, 
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82 
in part, by the influence of the reference group in the 

informal social structure, but movement through the success-

ive stages often requires additional socialization both of 

behaviors and attitude. A New Yorker magazine cartoon of 

some years ago shows a long haired artist, with a beret and 

a portfolio of paintings asking the reception in a plush 

suite of corporate office;\s, IlNhere do you go to sellout?". 

Not 6nly is corruption a moral decision, but the individual 

has to learn how, where and with who~ he may be corrupt. 

The formal organization of the police ~gency provides 

a backdrop that either facilitates or inhibits this process 

of socialization to corruption.' A poorly administered po,lice 

agency tends to maximize the individual discretion of each 

officer and ,to allow so much freedom and autonomy that any 

concep~ of accountability ~ill be lacking. While the 

converse is not true, that tight and effective ac1ministra-
-- ' c 

tion will eliminate corruption it is true that tight ~d-

ministration will limit many opportunities for corruption, 

r both by monitoring the individual officer' s performance 
II 

and by keeping the officers busy with legitimate police 

work." 

Leadership is sometimes defined as the capac~ty to 
'" 

influence the behavior of subordinates. Police leadership 

'must be defined this way~ for th~ social structure of 

police work, a~lows the individual officers to ignore or 

-evade leaderphip behaviors that are inappropriate. Nhen 
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a leader is effectively articulating the goals of the 

agency~ planning its use of resources in meeting these 

goals, ahd developing timetables and procedures for goa~. 

attainment# then the leaders bec08e prime role models 

and strong influences. Some social psychologists have 

even suggested that leader~ must embody and articulate the 

highest ideals of the group, ideals which because of their 

very mobility and transcendence cannot be articulated by 

members of the group \oJi thout their seeming naive and un

re~listic to their peers. All too often, police officers 

ar~ passive in the area of goals and planning, and are silent 

with regards to ideals. When police agencies are primarily 

responsive, activity is initiated by others and ideals are 

discussed only in the context of defending the agency 

against charges. 

Policy is most effective \·:hen it is clear, available, 

and relevant. Some police administrators believe that 

integrity is and should be an unspoken value in work. 

They see no need to develop, print and distribute policies 

defining the borderline between orobus and improbus police 

behaviors ~ In the gray area of no man's land bet\yeen the 

blO, individual police officers must then supply their own 

evaluation and definition in accordance with their under

standing and reasoning or rationalization} This is particu-
, 

larly serious because it is an open invJ;7tation to begin 
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the p~ocess of becoming corrupt. This one framework is one 

which the free cup of coffee is signi ficant. Police authori

ties have debated and still debate the value and appropria~e

ness of banning or allocating the free cup of coffee. But 

the absence of any clearly w.ritten, stated or promulgated 

policy on this sUbject is imp~icit license to the individual 

officer to make up,his own mind about this, and other gifts. 

While successive steps o~ corruption often involve violation 

of the law, it is clear that there are times when a free 

cup of coffee, or free meal, or gift, can als~ be part of 

a pattern thab, clearly breaks the law. The difference 

between a' gift and a bribe rests "lith its timing, purpose, 

and with the understanding of past or future reciprocity 

held by one 'or both parties." 

Specialized units with police departments have 

an augmented capacity to socialize the newcomer for good ~ 

or ill. Often the specializ~tion means the existence ,of 

a cohesive group; separated not only from the public but, 

even other police officers. Specialized pqlice units tend to 

be created around either administrative needs or around 

particular crime areas of great sensitivity. In both 

general contexts, the information under the control of 

these units has an actual or potential value to others, 

whether it is criminal records, crime reports, investigative 

data, or group activity reports. In some of the sensitive -c'W>:' ( 
--, 
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areas, pros,titution, gambling, robbery, bunco, homicide 

and particularly narcotics, the monetary or other stakes 
" . 

may be SO high as to breed active corrupters. Oscar l'7ilde 

once remarked that he could resist everything but tempta-

tion. There are many specialized police areas where tempta-

,. I) t 
t10n 1S ~lways gr~a . Even police engaged in traffic duty 

can allb~ate ~'lork to towing companies \",i th a heavy profit 

potential. Specialized units are corruption ~~lnerable~ 

because of their social isolation, abundant opportunity, 

and internal social organization that maxi~izes secrecy 

and sOlidarity. 

When police agencies are highly decentralized, 

even some of the less specialized units will share this 

, They .,71'11 gal'n a social autonomy that breeds vu Inerabill ty. .. 

secrecy and solidarity, will become increasingly isolated, 

and all that maYib~:riii-i,sing is abundant temptation 
/; . 

opportQni~Yr,.::c-"ihis lack of comparative opportunity 

and 

is not 

much of a saf~guard when all other ~onditions foster 
" ~ 

corruption because, given the power and discretion of the 

police role, ingenuity can offset the lack of obvious 

opportunity. 

The other end of the scale, extreme centraliza

tion is not necessarily an antidote for often the very 

rigidity of central structure increases the isolation of 

h d t When centralization those far removed from ea quar ers. 

I.' 
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removes "local responsibility and accountabil i ty, it also 
;f 

minimizes ~ifective control of individual behavior, a 

process that facilitates corruption. It's easier to 

deceive an impersonal system than it is to deceive a 

86 

local manager. It \-lould appear that a mixed or inter

mediate model would be more ~ffective in ~in±mizing 

corruption because it would limit the individual officer's 

or individual commander t s complete autonomy, \-lhile never~ 

theless retaining responsibility and accountability at a 

level sufficiently local to be effective in monitoring 

informal behavior. 

corruption hazards for the individual police officer 

involve being left on his own, exposed to the blandishments 

of a corrupt fellow officer, or exposed to the stron~ con

formity influences of an isolated or specialized sub-group 

that has ~eveloped group standards and values that are below 

those of the organization. The individual officer on his 

own, without appropriate guidance, supervision, or policy 

d~rectives is virtually a corruption hazard on his own. 

Other corruption hazards are implicit not in the 

Gocial structure of the police agency, but in the context 
( " 

within which the police function. 
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Use of Police Peer-Relations Scale 

Hypothesis 

It was hypothesized that socialization would correlate 

with measures of corruption, assuming that in those cities 

in which the department score indicated a high level of 

improbus b.ehavior, that a high level of socialization w.ould 

also be found. The notion was that for improper practices 

to go on, it was necessary to have the compliance; either 

active or passive, of fellow police officers who ,.;ould either 

approve, or in disapproving remain silent. Where socialization 
, 0 

was high, 'therefore, the cofupliance of fellow officers was 

assumed to be not only more likely, but also predictable. 

It w.as further hypothesized that the opposite would also 

be true -~ that low socialization, or higher individualism, 

would have a limiting effect on improbus behavior. 
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Results 

In order to identify results with greatest precision, 

it was decided that the Socialization Scale analysis would 

be undertaken using the two identified sub-factors on the 

10 item socialization scale.~hese were: . 

Socialization A consisting of items 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8 

and Socialization B - consisting of items 1, 9, 10 (sec pagei~) 
'~> 

Socialization A provides a measure of the individual \\~ 

officers,purported knowledge of the lore, ~olicies and 

practices of 'his police department, both formal and informal.' 

Socialization B measures the extent to which the officer 

claims an"imbedded" police identity, and the extent to which 

he derives his values and standards from his p~ers. 

These two sub-scales 'ltlere then correlated with eac;h 

fl' 

S 
~,~ -

of the other variables in the study, identified for the 
-:,.; 

purpose of the analysis as possible (dependent variable~. 
" 

The reasoning was that soci~lization, in terms of eith~r 

identity as measured in Socialization B, or knowledge of the 

agenoy's rules and procedures, as measured in Socialization A, 
" 

might explain some of the variance in othe~ st~dy factors. 

The key analyses were, of course, related to the various 

corruption measures since socialization had been hypothesized 

as an independent variable that might contribute to the 

variance in either personal standards, disciplinary expecta-
;;, 

tions, or perceived peer improbus behaviors. 
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Data was available fo~ 888 police officers in six 

of the project cities, although the actual member of scores 

for each correlation was different due to missing scores 

in individual protocols. 

The significant correlations, at at least the .05 level 

for Socialization A and personal history variables were: 

Pearson 
Correlation Level of 

Variable Coefficient Significance 

Age .1171 .001 

Education -.0646 .033 

Years :i.n 
Department .1642 .001 

Thus the identity component of socialization was 

significantly correlated with age and years in department . 
,. 

The older the officer, and the longer the service in the 

department, the greater the sense of deriving qne's personal 

identity from ~he police role. Bducational level had an 

inverse relationship with the strength of occupational identity. 

For Socialization B, the si~hificant correlation, at 

the .05 level or better, were: 
() 

Pearson 
Correlation 

Variable Coefficient 

Ethnicity -.1268 

Years in 
I 

Dept. -.1233 

Field or Staff -.1155 
\' 

Level of 
Significance 

.001 

.001 

.001 
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The greater the knm'lledge of the formal and informal 

practices of the department" the more likely that it was ., 

that an officer was white, had served for a longer p~riod 

of time in the ~~partment, and was in a staff rather than a 

field department. 

These were, however, only the correlations between 

socialization dimensions and personal testing variables. 

Of greater interest were the correlations between the 

socialization dimensions and the improbity variables. The 

correlations between socialization and personal standards 

were not,significant, nor vere the correlations between 

socialization and williIl'gness to report a given level of 

improbity. 

However, the correlations between both of the 

sub-dimensions of socialization and the disciplinary 

expectations scores were indeed significant,' as follows: 

Socialization A and 015 

Socialization Band 018 

Correlation 
Coefficient 

.0561 

.0781 

Level of 
SignificanCe 

.048 

.010 

While it might be expected that Socialization B, 

knowledge of the formal and'intormal practices would 
) 

correlate significantly wit.h the heightened perception of ' 

disciplinary levels in the department, it was less expected 
() 

that Socialization A, the extent of derived police identity, 

would also correlate at a significant level J.,j.,th heightened 
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disciplinary expectations • 

Overall, however, despite the expected correlations 

with personal variables related to longevity and tenure, 

and the somewhat unexpected ~orrelations with disciplinary 

expectations, the dominant finding is the lack of significant 
. -

correlation with other variables related to improbus behaviore 

Discussion 

This finding would imply that the elements of socializa-

tion, reassured in the scale that was developed for this study 
=.J 

do not contribute to the variance in either personal standards 

of honesty nbr in willingness to report perceived peer improbus 

behavior. This would appear to contradict the notion that 

socialization to the police role within .a given'police depart-

ment leads both to the adoption of the values of that depart~ 

ment and to increasing deterioration in personal" standards or 

to growing awareness of improbus behaviors on the part of 

fellow officers. However, it must be recognized that even the 

bifurcated socialization scale measures only two gross,dimensions 

of socialization. It does not take into account the size and 

nature of the reference groups actually involved in the 

socialization of the individual officer. Nor does it take into 

account the possibility of changes in department values, 

in their ambiguity in a given department, or in their level of 

clarity within a particular department. 
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// 
There may also be a pr6blem of level of measurement. 

Al though, appropriately, the le\7el of measurement in the' .... 

study was centered on the individual police officer, 

(measured by product moment correlations ·of individual scol.les), 

the greater differen-l:iation,' indeed the differentiating 

level, 'vas in department means,. The point, simply stated, 

is that in ~he least improbus department there might well be 

an individual officer whose scale scores were at the extremely 

improbus end of the scale. The adverse is even more apparent, 

that in the department with mean scores showing a high level 

of improbus behavior, that individual officers score as models 

of probity and integrity. Individual variab~~J.ty with a 
~, - If 

department thus vitiates the co:crelation~ o:EJsocialization with 

probity dimension. At the same time, the mean socialization 

score~ of each department are sufficiently affected by the 

mean age of the officers, and mean tenure within the 

department, to be less valuable as measures if imbededness, 

identity strength, or intra-department sophistication. Yet, 

presumably, it is these underlying socio-psychological factors 

that might influence probity. 

From this perspective, it might be suggested that a 

future study. partial out the effect~'of longevity in the 

department (which could have the effect of partialling out 

age as well) fron~ the socialization score be~Eore stud;ing 
.' ~ 

the correlations betwe~n this factor and the ~other studY' 

variables. The results w~uld then demonstrat~ the extent to 
1/ 

which officers of equal age and departm(intal tenure differ 
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with regard to their socialization, in terms of "imbededness" 

or of knowledge of the formal and informal rules and practices 

of the department. This comparison might b8 a better predictor 

of the various probity scale scores. 

However, a suggestion of the curvilinearity of the 

integrity dimension comes through strongly when a city by 

city examination of the correlations is made. In Table 1, 

it becomes apparent that in the more extreme cities, socializa-

tion does correlate at a significant level with the report 

variable, age, education, years in department and salary. 

This incl'udes both the high integrity and the low integrity 

departments. In the middle of the range of departments, 

significant correlations are less likely to be found. 

This suggests that in more extreme departments socializa-

tion plays a larger role deriving from age and tenure, than 

it does in moderate integrity departments. 
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Table 1 
CORREIATIOOS AND SIGNIFICANCE LE.VEI.S OF TClI'AL SOCIALIZATION S<X>RES AND CJI'HER VARIABLES BY CITY IN RANKED PROBITY ORDER 

~PSN CQD;rS CQR1?T AGE SEX FACE EDU MAASrAT YRSDEPT AS~IGNr-1ENI' SAL , . , ; , ~ --
Highest R .0031 -.0821 -.1344 .2499 .0028 .0172 -.1254 -.0300 .3055 -.04886 -.0282 
Integrity 
City S .484 .141 .039 .001** .480 .412 .05* 0349 .001** .265 .361 

,I' 

High -.2015 -.0868 -.1951 .0409 .0225 ~1677 .6286 .0855 
',) 

.1813 .0286 .1404 

Integ .02* . .189 .023* .341 .411 .049 .386 .196 .034 .388 .046 

Hod -.1813 -.1426 .0002 -.0148 .0133 .0477 .0371 .1718 .0036 .1214 .3949 
High " 

Integ .076 .130 .499 .455 .459 .356 .386 .091 .489 .172 .001** 
j 

"-;-

I 
/-, 

- -

_"I M:x:1 .1~30 .0883 -.1863 -.0578 -.0537 .1062 .2279 .1103 .0800 .0626 .0432 

'1 T.J::Jw , Integ .102 .182 .027* .279 .293 .140 .009** .131 .209 .288 ' .333 , I 
, ~ 

- 1 
I IDw -.0263 .1162 .0826 .• 0247 -.0028 .0140 .1480 -.1200 .1543 .0151 .1822 

, , , ,1 .1138 ' ' .365 • .063 .168 .485 .0428 .025* .058 .022* .422 .011* 
'1 

Integ 
1 

! i 
d t) ,4 

I Iowest .0152 -.0178 .0450 .2392 -.05i6 ~2649 -.365 -.0650 .317 .3425 .3421 

Integ .429 .417 • .298 .002* .247 .001** .334 .223 .011* .001** .001** 

*Significantat .05 level - I) 
**Signifi~t at • 001 leVel Ii i 

l 

c, 

R=Correlation 
S=Significance !eve1 
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B. Irte.rviews and case studies of former corrupt police officers. 

1. Theoretical perspective 
tQ 

\ 

Corruption is a complex phenomenon, involving covert behaviors, 

attitudes and perceptions. Questionnaires, no matter how carefully 

constructed, could only measure related variables, either independent 

or dependent. The interview method on the other hand has l·!en 

identified as flexible, comprehensive and non-restrictive in its 

approach. By achieving rapport, the skilled intervie\,'er is able 

,~,-~--
to elicit sensitive and complex informacion from the subject. 

t , 
Thus, it seemed desirable to augment the study of socialization 

to corrupt police behaviors ,,,ith a sample of intervie\.Js that would 

detail the process by which the invididual moved from probity to 

improbity in the performance of police duties. 

2. Hethodology of the interview. 

It 'vas decided that the only possible subjects that might be 

available for interviews describing socialization to police corruption 

were those who had been convicted for such offenses and were now 

",illing to discuss what had happened. Accordingly, contact was 

,.-- made with police chiefs from a neighboring state that had been 

the site of several major police corruption scandals. The chiefs 

were asked whether it might be possible to telephone former police 

officers ,,,ho had been dismissed for improbity and solicit their 

participation in the study. Of the ten chiefs who were querried, 

seven had the names of officers in this category, and calls were 
, 

'l. ! I .. 
made to over thirty former police officers ,,,ho had either been 

,. 
dismissed or convicted for improbi'cy "'ho might be willing to serve 

as respondents. After calling and talking to these officers, 

nine respondents ",ere identified and interviewed. 
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.:' 
were at least of an hour's duration and one that lasted for over 

three hours. Six involved face-to-face meetings, three had to be 

conducted over the telephone. The specific complaints that had 

resulted in the dismissals or convictions ranged from misuse of 

police authority (obtaining merchandise without payment) ~o 

participation in a burglary ring. Three of the nine officers 

had been dismissed for taking bribes from gamb~ers in a single city. 

3. Initial expectatipns. 

It 't",as hypothesized that all of these former police officers 

would identify a process of drifting values and practices that led 

them to the behavior~ for which they were either dismissed or 

convicted. It was further hypothesized that these officer-respondents, 

on the basis of their 'tY'i11ingness to serve as respondents ~ would 

see themselves as having been seduced by circumstances and group 

pressure to par~cipate in behaviors contrary to their personal 

values. Having been caught and punished, they would be motivated 

to talk about their exp~riences as a warning to fellow officers 

equally vulnerable. 

4. Interview results. 
(j 

The first hypothesis was confirmed. Not a single one of the 

respondents asserted that the behavior for which they were dismissed 

" 

or convicted was an isolated incident, unrelated to their usuaL, 

police behaviors. ,Nor did any of the respondents say that the 

improbus behavior had been part of their repetoire of pofice 

behavior from the start of their ,careers. On the contrary, these 

respondents all told of a gradual process of erosion of standards 
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that they had upheld at the start of their police careers. They 

described the erosion as consisting of a sequence of steps, 

involving silent acquiescence at the misdeeds of others, participation 

in behaviors of questionable prob'ity, and finally a process of 

rationalization that antidoted the emergence of the'improbus 
.. / ' 

behavior'in question. In every case, they cited constant pressures 

that moved them in the direction of improbity, .including a growing 

awareness of the mendacity of the public at large, a feeling 

that the public and their fellow officers alike "expected them to 

"look out for themselves" and an awareness that fellow officers were 

engaged in a variety of borderline, if not engaged in a variety 

of borde~line, if not outright improbus behaviors. 

"My first reaction was that I was unlucky because I got caught. 
Aft,er all, there were many others \",ho did exactly what I did. 
Even during my first year on the force, I heard that it was 
possible to pick up something extra if you worked in the 
~ ______ ~ ___ sector. There was p+enty that I saw before I 
began to feel that it was all part of the job." 

One respondent, at least, specifically said that he had been 

exposed to behaviors by the group that represented the informal 

practice of his department. 

Thus, despite their limitations, these interviews confirmed 

a developmental pattern of police corruption and described an 

influential process of socialization. 

Seven of the nine respondents specifically stated that other 

officers had persuaded them to iilccept as routine practic~_':i that 

contravened departmental regulations. The other two respondents 

while denying these value influences, described a personal process 

of moving from r,ationalizing less serious improbity to rationalizing 

more serious improbus. 
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5. Limitations. 

It must be bo~ne in mind that the respondents were a selected 

sample of former police officers whose whereabouts were known to 

the local chief of police and who were considered as potentially 

cooperative respondents. They not only constituted a minority of 

the population of police officers discovered as corrupt, but were 

a s&lected sample as well. At that, three of the interviews 

were not face-to-face encounters, but were simply extended 

telephone conversations. Finally, the testimony of individuals 

who have been punished because of their misdeeds has the double 

l~itation of being suspected of being self-serving and of coming 

from an established untrustworthy source. Caution should therefore 
·s 

be exercised on generalizing how these few interviews, although 

they do tend to confirm other accounts by corrupt officers such 

as William Phillips and by honest ones such as Frank Serpico. 
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Chapter 5 

Individual Variables 

(Pre-Employment Predispositional Variables) 

I. Introduction 

A. Rationale 

This chapter focuses on the question "To what extent 

is police corruption related to the individual police 

officer's morality or integrity?" rather than determined 

by forces impinging on a police officer after he or she 

is h~red into the police role. While it is generally 

assumed that police corruption, like most behavior, is 

largely determined by social or situational stimuli, 

it is also generally assumed among behavioral scientists 

that there are some cross-situational forces on behavior. 

An extreme view of this position is the instinct theory 

which posits that behavioral patterns are genetically 

determined. r-1odern instinctivists, called sociobiolo-

gists, purpose that social behavior is primarily determined 

by genes present in the individual at birth. A sociobiolo

gist's view of police corruption might then be that this 

behavioral tendency was present in the corrupt officer 

atb:i.rth and anti-corruption methods should aim toward 

identifying these individuals and screening them out of 

police work. A related but less e~t~eme position is trait 

theory which posits that behavioral tendencies (e.g., 

! 
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extroversion) are determined early in the development 

of a person and are resistant to change in·adults. An 

example of this position which is relevant to police 

corruption is the trait theory of moral development. 

Lawrence Kohlberg, a developmental psychologist, is well 

known for his extension of Piaget's Model of cognitive 

development to morality and purports that moral conduct 

patterns of an individual are largely determined before 

a person reaches adulthood. Robert Hogan, a clinical 

psychologist at John Hopkins University, has devoted 

his career largely to developing scales to ~easure the 

constructs believed by Kohlberg t? account for a wide 

range of moral conduct. It is this theoretipal position 

and measures derived by Hogan which will be applied to 

police corruption in this portion of the project. 

Rather than taking a pure trait theoretical position , , 

t~is project segment has,adopted an interactionist posi

tion. Interactionism holds that behavior, including 

moral conduct, is determined p-artly by predetermined 
\ . 

trai.t patterns or predispositions to respond in certain 

ways. This predispos;i. tion combin.ed with situational 

pressures determines .behavior. In 'the cas"e of police 
'::. 

corruption, the position is that the moral maturity of 

a police ,recruit interacts with peer or socialization 

pressures in the police role to determine whether or not 

that individual police offic-er becomes corrupt. A 
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corollary of this position is that moral maturity is 

fixed and measures of this construct should show little 

change across time in adults. 

Previous Research Upon Which This project Was Based 

In 1976 a monograph was published by the Criminal 

Justice Center which describes earlier research in detail. 

Eollowing is a summary of that research. 

A sample of corrupt and non-corrupt police officers 

in a Southeastern municipal police department was identi

fied by having experienced administrative officers rate 

each o'fficer in the departmep.t on likelihood of b'eing 

corrupt. A paired-comparisons rating method was used so 

that each officer was rated in comparison with each other 

officer after an initial identification of those thought 

to be corrupt by the internal affairs division. Relia

bility of ratings was replicated and it was found that 

there was a high degree of agreemen~ across three 

independent judges as to who was corrupt and who was 

non-corrupt. Following this identification of the two 

samples 1 scales which were designed by" Hogan to measure 

the constructs posited by Kohlberg" s theory of moral 

development were administereq to the two samples. The 

constructs measured included an Empathy scale, a Sociali

zation scale, a Survey of Ethical' Attitudes scale and a 

scale measuring overall moralmatl.lri ty or Moral Values. 
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This last scale discriminated between the two groups 

at an acceptable level of statistical significande. 

(Table 1 & 2) The four constructs used in scoring 

responses on this scale are (1) Judgments based on the 

spirit of the law rather than the letter of the law, 
/ 

(2-)=anllity to see more than one side to a situation 

requiring. a moral judgment, (3) Respect for the sanctity"' 

of an individual, and (4) Judgments based on the good of ' 

society as a whole The non-corrupt group scored higher 

on this scale. 

The research program to pe reported on here is a 

follow-up of this original study. 

Goals' 

A. General Goals 

The overall goals of this .portion o'f the Anti-Corrup

tion Management p;oject, Phase II was to continue research 
Ii ' 

investigating the degree to vlhich pOlicE7, corruption is 

related to moral maturity, a pe:r:sonal trait. "assumed to 
() 

exist and be measurable when applicants apply for positions 

as police officer. 

B. Specific Goals 

1. To conduct a follow-up on the original study 

in the So?theastern city in order to: 

a. Determine how many corrupt officers had 

become non-corrupt, how many had been, terminated 

or resigned, and how th~se events relate to' 

moral maturity. 
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2. 

b. Determine the degree to which moral 

maturity scores change when the scale is 

administered two years after the first 

administration. This would provide a 

measure of stability of the moral maturity 

scale as well as indicate the amount of 

change in the corrupt and non-corrupt group 

scores over a two-year period. 

c. Determine if the g'roup"of corrupt officers 

have a different set of general values as 

compared to the non-corrupt group. . 

Based on the identific~tion of relatively corrupt 

and non-corrupt police departments as measured 

by the McCormack-Fishman Improbity Scale and 

the Ridealong technique, to determine if the 

mean level of moral maturity of police officers 

with two or more years of experience in corrupt 

departments is different from the level of mo~al 

maturity in a similar sample of officers in non-

corrupt departments. Based on trait ~heory, a 

finding of significantly lower scores on officers 

in corrupt departments would suggest that police 

"corruption measured at an organizational level 

is in part determined by the traits of individual 

officers, determined before entry into the 
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'organization. Also to determine if general 

values" are different in experienced officers 

in corrupt and non-corrupt departments. 

3. To administer the moral maturity scale to 

\\ 
Ii 

a sample of applicants or r,~ruits in the corrupt and 

non-corrupt organizations in the eight-city sample" to: 

a. Determine if more corrupt departments are 
,~ 

attracting applicants and recruits who are more 

predisposed to qprruption than applicants or 
/~ 

recruits in non";:corrupt departments. If police 
U 

recruits in non-corrupt departments are more 

morally mature this' suggests that a portion 
t, 

of the corruption could be accounted for by 

this pre-employment predispositionalvariable. 

Conversely, this analysis \-]Quld also indicate 

the extent to which police corruptiori is deter-

mined by post-employment socialization processes. 

b. By comparing recrufts and experienced offi-

cers on level 6f moral maturity, petermine the 

degree to which there is a Ilmoral values gapll 

between recrpits and experienced officers and 

relate this difference to socialization processes 
.', !) 

as llieasured,in those departments by the Bahn 
,! 
/! 

Socialization Scale. 

4 •.. ,~o administer the moral maturity scale to a 

sample of non-police citizens in communities 
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of each corrupt and non-corrupt department 

from which moral maturi~y measures were taken 

in order to: 

a. Compare the moral maturity of recruits, ,. 

experienced officers, ana non-police to 
f) 

determine if police moral maturity is reflec

tive of the moral values of the community. 

b. Dete~mine if applicants to corrupt police 

departments are less morally mature than a 

non-police sample as compared to citizen-

police differences in non-co-rupt departments. 

5. To admini,ster the moral maturity scale to all 

applicants to all law enforcement agencies in 

a county of a southeastern state (including 

an 800 member municipal police department, a 

smaller county sher~ff's department, and 10 

small suburban municipal police departments) 

over the l8-mon.th grant period in order to: 

a. Develop a data base which could be later 

used for' a longitudinal predictive study. 

b. Determine the degree to which this infor-

mation would be used in hiring decisions when 
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incorporated into a pre-employment psychological 

screening report. 
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Methods and Findings 

A. Follow-Up Study of Corrupt and Non-Corrupt Samples 

in Southeastern City 

1. The director of the Internal Affairs 

Division in this police department in 1978 

at the time of this follow-up testing, had 

been one" of the paired-comparisons judges 

in the original 1976 study. He was contacted 

and asked to determine current (1978) corrupt 

or non-corrupt status for those officers still 

on the force and to determine the number of 

officers from each of the two groups who had 

retired, resigned, or been terminated~ It 

was found that of the original non-corrupt 

group,no officer had been termated, six I 

:I 
'6fficers had retired, and one had resigned. 

.' 

One officer in this group was judged to have 

become corrupt. Of the original corrupt group, 

two officers had been terminated, one for 

corruption and the se90nd for conduct·~ Three. 

office~Shad resigned and thri\had retired. 
~ 
\\ 

Four officers in this group were' judged to 

have become non-corrupt; the three of these 

"turn-around" officers who were retested in 

'1978 showed an increase in moral maturity 
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scores, while the one officer who became 

corrupt showed a decrease. Both officers 

who were terminated. in the corrupt group 

had an original mora:l maturity score well 
'~l ,I:.: 

below the mean of '~ven the corrupt group. 

;1,0.7 

2. The subjects of the 1976 study were again 

contacted and those who agreed to participate 

for this retesting were again given the moral 

maturity scale and the Rokeach Value Survey. 

In the original study, thirty officers in 

the original non-corrupt sample and twenty

nine officers in the corrupt group participated. 

In the 1978 retes~, the number of participants 

decreased in each group, twenty-two in the 

non-corrupt group and thirteen in the corrupt 

group. Again, the difference between the two 

groups was statistically significant (p.Ol) 

(Table 3) with the corrupt group scoring lower. 

It is interesting that the corrupt group scored 

even lower in 1978 (11.1) as compared to 1976 

(12.6) and the non-corrupt group scored slightly 

higher in 1978 (15.2) as compared to 1976 (1~L8). 

Thes~ within-group changes across time, however, 

were not statistically significant suggesting 

that the measure o·f moral maturity has reasonably 
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good test-~etest reliability as would be 

hOPEi?d for with a trait mea,sure. ,~(Table 4) 

3. Data analysis from ,·-the Rokeach Value Survey 

will be presented at a later date. We are 

still attemptidg to develop a way to statis

tically treat th,ese rank order data. Preli-
" \, 

;LOS 

minary analyses ~uggest no robust differences 
'i1 

in general value~: between corrupt and non-

corrupt officersl 
I' 
1 

B. Testing of Experienc~d Officers' 

1. Of the eight pOlice departments studied by the 

Anti-Corruption Management project, the two least 

corrupt and the :b'1o most corrupt were chosen for 

the moral maturity aspect of the project. ·A 
.\ 

sample of office:r=-s with a minimum of two y~~ars 

of uniformed exp;i::rience, all at the patrol rank 

were given the mpralmaturity scale and the 

general values s:urvey;,. The total n'\tmber sampled 
c 

in the'two relat:1vely non-corrupt departments 

was 63 (N=40, 23) and the total number tested 

in the two relatively corrupt departments were 
", 

combined into one sample and compared with the

corrupt sample which was constituted of a cornbin-

ation of the biO corrupt depa:r;-tments. The results 

indicate that experienced officers in corrupt 

departments have significantly lower moral 

maturity (M=11.4) than experienced officers 

in non-corrupt departments (N=14.3) (Table 7) 

This suggests that the organizational. level 

of corruption could be in part accounted for 

by the individual trait of mora.l maturity. 

One disturbing finding was that most of the 

difference ):)etween the two groups was caused 

109 

by one ot the corrupt cities (M-S.O) since the 

remaining corrupt city was not significantly 

different (M=13.3) from one of the two non-

corrup:t cities. (Table 6) Howe~er, both 

corru.pt cities had means that were lower than 

the mean of either non-corrupt city~ The finding 

that one corrupt city had officers with high 

moral maturity suggests that relatively high 

moral maturity of individual officers does not 
o· 

"inununize" an organization against corruption. 

The Rokeach Value Survey data have not yet 

been analyzed but preliminary analyses 

indicate no general value differences 'be-

tween experienced officers in corrupt and 

non-corrupt organizations. 
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Testing of Applicants and Recruits 

1. The testing of applicants was acco~plished in 

only one of the four cities described above. 

This ,department was the one of the two corrupt 

organizations which had a relatively high moral 

maturity mean score. Few conclusions can be 

drawn because of the lack of comparison samples, 
, 

however in this one city, applicants ¢lid not 

differ from experienced officers. (Table 8) 

Since it is already assumed that the corruption 

in this department is not a function of low 
'), 

moral maturity of the ind,ividual office:.-:-s, it 

is not surprising that applicants' scores were 

not low. 

2~ Police recruits were tested in the training 

academy in both corrupt departments and in lone 

of the two non-corrupt departments. Neither 

applicants nor recruits were available in the 

remaining department because of a 'hiring freeze 

resulting from the "taxpayer revolt". "Perhaps 

the strongest argument against the moral maturity 

trait determinant of police corruption is found 

in the comparison of recruits moral maturity in 

the corrupt vs. non-corrupt departments. When 

the two non-corrupt departm~nt samples are 

combined and compared with the corrupt depar~ent 
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sample, the~e is no significant difference 

between the two (Corrupt Cities Mean = 13.3, 

Non-corrupt Mean = 14.8). (Table 9) This 

suggests that the different levels of corrup

tion is not a function of moral maturity 

differences in recruits. However, when the 

corrupt department with high moral maturity 

scores is not combined with the remaining 

corrupt department sample and this remaining 

sample of recruits is compared with the sample 

of recruits to the non-corrupt department, the 

corrupt department's recruits are significantly 

lower in moral maturity (Ms = 12.5,14.8). 

(Table 10) This supports the hypothesis that 

in some departments, corruption or the lack of 

it, may \\ be a function of the moral maturity of 

. t II recru~ ~.. However, as stated earlier, high 
II . 

moral maturity of recruits does not prevent a 

department from having a relatively high degree 

of corruption. It may well be that given 

exceptionally high opportunity for corruption, 

lack of administrative controls, poor morale, 

and generally questionabLe lea~ership (all 

found in this particular department), corruption 

exists no matter how morally mature the indivi

dual morality of its experienced officers and 

recruits. 

III 
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3. Another argument against pre-employment moral 

maturity being a major determinant of organi-

zational corruption is found in the comparison 

of recruits'; with experienced officers across 

corrupt and non-corrupt departments. In the 
f,,\ 

corrupt,cities combined sample, the recruits 

had a significantly higher mean moral maturity 

score (M=13.3) than the expel:ienced"officers 

(M=11.4) • (Table 11) In the non-corrupt 

city in which recruits were tested, there was 

no significant difference between recruits 

and ex~erienced officers (Table 12) although 

recruits in the non-c:orrupt city were sligbtly 

higher in moral maturity (M=14.8) than recruits 

in the corrupt cities (M=13.3). (Table 9) One 

of the two corrupt departments had recrui t~) of 

much higher moral maturity (M=12.5) than its 

experienced officers (M=7.7). This "moral 
() 

values gap" between recruits and experienced 
--' 

officers might be accounted for by socialization 

and organizational pressures which could result 

in the attrition of officers with higher moral 

maturity_who don't fit in with the model moral 

values in that department. An alternative 

explanation for this difference is that moral 
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maturity is not immutable by adulthood but 

is itself more subject to social and situa

t.ional influence than moral devE:. pment 

theory has posited. 
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'.rABLE 1 

Slli~ary Table of Means 

of Hogan Moral Judgment Scores 

for Corrupt Group and Non-Corrupt Group 
, 

in a southeastern City 

Obtained in 1976 and in 1978 

Non-Corrupt Group 

14. 8 (~=30)' 

15.2 (N=22) 

Summary< Table of t-Test 

CO:t;:"rupt Group 

12.5 (N:=.29) 

11.1 (N=l3) 

on Means of Hogan Moral Judgment Scores 

Between Non-Corrupt Group and Corrupt Group 

Obtained in 1976 

Non-Corrupt Group 

14.8 (N=30) 

t = 1.83 

df = 57 

P 0.'05 

Corrupt Group 

12.6 (N=29) 

o 
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TABLE 3 

Summary Table of t-Test 

on Means of Hogan Moral ~udgment ScoJ:",es 

Between Non-Corrupt Group and Corrupt Group 

Obtained in 1978 

Non-Corrupt Group 

15.2 (N=22), 

t = 2.50 

df = 33 

P 0.01 

Corrupt Group 

11.1 (N=13) 
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TABLE 4 

Summary Table of t-Test 

on Means 0f .Hogan Moral Judgment Scores 

Between 1976 and 1978 

for Non-Corrupt Group and for Corrupt Group 

Non-Corrupt Group 

1976 

14.8 (N=30) 

t = 0.32 

df = 50 

P 0.40 

.. 

Corrupt Group 

1976 

12.6 (N=29) 

t = 0.99 

df = 40 

P 0.25 

1978 

15.2 (N=22) 

1978 

11.1 (N=13) 
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TABLE 5 

Summary Table of Means 

for Three of McCormack Improbity Scale 

and Means of Hogan Moral Judgment Scores 

for Experienced Officers in Four Cities Tested 

TABLE 6 

Summary Table of Meall Hogan Moral Judgment qcores 

for Experienged Officers, Recruits, Applicants 

and Nonpolice Samples in Differen·t Cities 

Experienced 
Officers 

Recrui·ts 

Applicants 

-" Citizens 

Southwest 
Metro UJjban 

15.3 

14.8 

Northwest 
Urban 

13.7 

Southern 
Urban 

8.0 

12.5 

117 

Coastal 
Gulf 

13.3 

13.9 

12.8 

18.0 
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TABLE 7 

Summary Table of t-Test 

Between Mean Hogan Moral Judgment Scores 

of Experienced Officers of Non-Corrupt Cities 

(Southwest Metro Urban and Northwest Urban Combined) 

and Corrupt Cities (Southern Metro and Coastal Gulf Combined) 

Non-Cor~upt Cities 

14.3 (N=63) 

t = 3.07 

df = 124 

Corrupt cities 

11.4 (N=63)' 

p 0.0025 

TABLE 8 

Summary Table of t-Test 

on Mean Hogan Moral Judgment Scores 

Between Applicants and. Experienced Office~s 

in One of "Corrupt Cities (Coastal Gulf) 

Applicants 

12.7 (N=25) 

Experienced Officers 

t = 0.43 

df = 64 

p 0.40 ' 

13.3 (N=4l) 
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TABLE 9 

Summary Table of t-Test 

Between Mean Hogan Moral Judgement Scores 

of Recruits of Non-Corrupt City (Southwest Metro Urban) 

and Corr.upt Cities (Southern Metro and Coastal Gulf Cornbi~ed) 

Non-Corrupt Cit~ Corrupt City 

14.8 (N=50) 13.3 (N=70) 

t = 1. 48 

df = 118 

P 0.10 

TABLE 10 
i.1 

Summary Table of t-Test 

Between Mean Hogan Moral, Judgrnent Scores 

of Recruits of One of Non-Corrupt Cities 

and One of Corrupt Cities 

{ 
southwest 
Metro Urban 

14.8 (N=50) 

' .. j 
,,:::::...:-:.:::., 

t = 1.87 

df = 76 

p 0.05 

Southern 
Metro 

12.5 (N=28) 
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TABLE 11 

summary Table of t~Test 

on Mean Hogan Moral Judgment Scores 

Between Recruits and Experienced Officers 

in Corrupt Cities (Southern Metro and Coastal Gulf Combined) 

Recruits 

13.3 (N=70) 

Experienced Officers 

11.4 (N=63) 

t=1.95( 

df = 131 

P Oc. 05 

TABLE 12 

Summary Table of t-Test ' 

on Mean Hogan Moral Judgment Scores 
(: 

Betwee\f\ Recruits and Experi:;pced Officers 

in One of "Non-Corrupt Cities (Southwest Metro Urban) 

Recruits Experienced~Officers 

(, 

14. 8 'r (N=50) 15.3 (N=23) 

t = 0.43 

df = 71 

P 0.40 
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TABLE 13 

Summary Table of t-Test 

on Mean Hogan Moral Judgment Scores 

Between Hired and Non-Hired MIle Applicants 
( t"--"-

in :,a Southea~itern City 

Hired Male Applicants Not-Hired Male Applicants 

17.1 (N=68) 15.6 (N=96) 
~': 

t = 2.20 

P 0.025 

TABLE 14 

Summary Tabl.e of t-Test 

on Mean Hogan Moral J:'Udgment Scores 

Between Hired and "Not-Hir,ed Female Applicants 
, 
II 

in a Southeastern city 

, 

------ -~.~-.~~-
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Hired Female Applicants Not-Hired Female Applicants 

15 •. 4 (N=14) 13.9 '(N=22) 

.:t= 1.52 

df = 34 

P 0.10 

: (-



Chapter 6 

The Development of a Systems Approach :, 

Integration of the Measurement, T.Lait and Socialization Projects 

122 

When Phase Ii of the Anti-Corruption Management Project 

began in-November of 1977, it was comprised of the three pre

viously mentioned related but essentially independent studies. 

The Measurement Pr9ject bore the most severe time constraints 

and work in this area began almost immediately. By mid

February, 1978, the first two a:gencies had been surveyed and 

arrangements to survey the remaining agencies 11.ad been con

firmed. Simultaneously, work on both the Trait ~roj~ct and 

the Socialization Project was commenced. Since the Trait 
( 
'~'. 

Project had been underway as an independent project previously, 

and had measuring instruments and a methodological approach which 

. proved effective in the past, research in this area progressed 
o 

with no great difficulty. The Socialization Project question-

naire despite its pilot implementation ,required some reiJinemel~ltl 

before the final draft for field implementation was completed: .. ~\ 
II 

..• " :1, 
At the first staff and Advisory Board Meeting, there was·, " 

discussion regarding th.e interrelationship of the three studies 

and the possibility of int~grat.ing certain aspects of each. 

During this initial period the target cities for each study 

{Measurement, Trait and Socializatio:l1l=~~:J;;'~=d~i:fferent in almost 

every case. It rapidly becam~ clear that by gathering data, 

for each of the projects on the same sample populations, 

much more meaningful correlations could be m,ade. For example, 

ina. department which had a high reputation for integ~ity each 
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of the project questionnaires could be administered to personnel 

in that agency. If the hypothesized relations~ips among the 

three studies did in fact exist, this could then be demonstra-

ted by correlations among the various measuring instruments. 

As the project staff gained more confidence in the 

validity and reliability in the Measurement Project's Primary 

tools, the McCormack-Fishman Improbity Questionnaire and the 

structured Ride Along Interviews, the PoliCe-Peer Relations 

scale was added and in several departments the Hogan Moral 

Maturity Questionnaire was added also. The. results in some 

cases were surprising. The most highly socialized depart

ments, for example, were departments with both the highest 

and lowest levels of integrity. This indicates that positive 

and negative peer pressure are equally strong. There were also 

indications that, regardless of the moral maturity level of 

individuals recruited for police service, the internal ethos 

of the department and the resulting working milieux were stronger 

predictors of an officers' eventual conduct~ 

The merging of the three projects eventually led to the 

development of the Police Corruption Correlation Matrix. This 

Matrix is predominantly situationally oriented in that indivi

dual traits, as indicated above, apparently impact less on 

the three major Matrix elements than dqo.~ ·the total police 
i ",. 

environment. According to this f.1atrix1! descrioed on page , 
the three major factors contributing to or inhibiting the growth 

of corruption in a police agency are: {l}the level of corrup-
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tion opportunit~=~ithin the community, (2) the probability of 
jj . 0 0 0 °t o 

being detected'/and reported upon engag1.ng 1.n corrupt act1.V1. 1.es 

and (3) the consequences expected as a result of being detected. 

The Matrix results from the combination of the results of all 

three major projects, since each of them provided increased 

insight into the police corruption phenomena and explained 

anomolies in the overall data that would not have been possible 

had they remained independed studies. 

General Conclusions 

.As data was compiled as a result of questionnaire admin-

istration and ride along interviews, each city was compared 

against the others. A high correlation between the McCormack~ 

;;: '7, 

"--'-":1 

! 
" ..... , .... iIf:'-t. 

, 

Fishman Questionnaire data and the ride-along scores emerged. -~ 

As a result the following statements -- supported by empirical t~f~ 
data are offered regarding the Measurement Phas'e of th~ proje~f:t:{ . ....,...,. 

:) t \ '~1i 

I) The questionnaire has been validated: 1~ll; (: ..... ,.i;; 
;' '.: ,:~~~< 

a) it accurately measures the levels 

of improbus and corrupt behavior 

within a police agency 
i? 

b) the meas~?~ments are scalable an?,..' 
II, .. \l 

be us~d to distinguish betweel\,~ can 

agencies in terms of levels of 

improbus'behavior and corruption 

\;'~f /', 

l' 
~ 
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c) scores on the '. questionnaire may 

be used to classify agencies 

as being in high, high-medium, 

low-medium or low categories, in 

terms of improbus behavior and 

corruption 

2) The questionnaire may be used as a diag

nostic tool 

a) the scale has diagnostic value in 

terms of the direction (positive or 

negative) and intensity of the internal 
. 

socialization process (peer r~porting 

scale) and the disciplinary expectations 
-, 

or officers who engage in improbus or 

corrupt activities (disciplinary scale) 

b) the scale combined"with the Commanders 

Corruption Hazard Profile (a measure 

125 

of the degree of COmin~nity opportunities 

that admittedly needs further refinement) 

a matrix can be completed which explains 

-systemic 'police corruption according 

to it.s, three major contributory factors 

(' i. e It' community opportunity, chance 

of detection, and prospects for and 

seriousness of discipline if uncovered. 

'~''''''''''''''';n 
, .\ 
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c) that based on the correlation of 

data from this matrix, the relative 

degree of import of the three contri-

butory corruption factors can be 

determined and addressed in each 

specific agency. 

3. The Questionnaire is a Proxy for Ride-Along 

Intervie\'ls 

a) that the McCormack/Fishman Improbity 

Questionnaire may be used as a proxy 

for patrol ride along scores, thereby 

reducing data gathering and agency 

inconvenience to a minimum. 

FoI.~ a complete analysis of the above data s~e the 
" •• \ l 

compan.l.on report ent~tled A Systems Approacn to 

Police corruption: A Statistical Report. 

In order to illustrate the relationship between the 

three'major contributory factors in police corruption, i.e., 

opportunity, detection and discipline, a Police Corruption 

Correlation Matrix has been developed. In this matrix 

opportunity refers to those opportunities provided within 

the community setting. Detection is measured by th~ degree 

of agency peer reporting ~nd discipline by the overall 
" 

expectations of the officers of the department. 
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POLICE CORRUPTION CORRELATION MATRIX 

OPPORTUNITY 

+ 

+ o 1 

+ DETECTION 

+ 4 5 

DISCIPLINE 

+ 8 9 

- DETECTION 

12 13 

-0-._----
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+ 
OPPORTUNITY 

+ 

2 3 

6 7 

10 11 

14 15 

.MATRIX KEY 

,"'-

Where "0" is the theoretical situation in which there is absolut,ely 
no opportunity for undected corruption to occur (based on the 
items on the McCormack/Fishman Improbity Scales), where should such 
improbus behavior occur it would be reported by a peer to the 
administration of the agency in 100% of the cases, and where when 
reported disciplinary action of s,ome nature would be taken :i,n every 
case. 

A "I" correlation would indicate the slightest possibility of oppor
tunity, with still'lOO% assurance of beingreporteq if detected, and 
where certa,inty of discipline if detected was close to 100%. 

A "IS" correlation would indicate an agency which was operating in 
an environment in which there are no limits to the opportunity to 
commit i~probus acts, in which peers would not report to the admin
istration of the agen.cy any unethical acts they became aware bf, 
and where should these acts be reported no disciplinary action would 
ever betaken. ':,i 
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Conclusions of a Systems Approach 

Police Recruits may be socialized into corruption as 

a result of either community socialization influences or 

organization influences. The relationship between moral 

maturity in recruits, veteran police officers and citizens 

and the interaction of these may determine the areas of 

vulnerability to corruption. The following schema illus

trates these interactions and hypothesizes outcomes: 

1. Community 

'Police Recruits 

Police veterans 

High Moral Maturity 

High Moral Maturity, 

High Moral Maturity 

In this situation, there \'lOuld be the lowest probability 

of police corruption~ The high level of moral maturity in 
( 

the non-police cOIJ1Illuni ty would be related to low oppor~un:i.ty , 

(e.g., few bribes offered by citizens) 'and very low tOl\1rance-t II 
, ~ i l 

, i l 

for police corruption. There would be no "mo,ral values gap" t. ~ 

between the police and the community. The polJ,ce. would be 

socialized into the broad community which would have the 

addi tional effect of decreasillg tl;e func·tiqnal needs for police 

corruption as o~tlined by Bracey. (Bracey, D.H. A functionaL 

" approach to police corruption. ' .. Criminal Justice Center l"1ono-
.,.~ 

graphs, New York: John Jay Press, 1976). The high moral 

maturity of veteran police officers would be related to a 

positive socialization. process so. that recruits! regardless:\ 
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of their individual level of maturity would not be exposed 

to organizational socialization pressures to become corrupt. 

In this situation, most applicants and recruits would be high 

in moral maturity, at least to the extent to ,.,hich they are 

drawn from the population of that community. Recruits who 

are low in moral maturity would be socialized into non

corruption or would be forced out of the organization. This 

is the ideal anti-corruption climate and may exist only as 

an ideal. 

2. Community 

Police Recruits 

Police Veterans 

High Moral Maturity 

High Moral. Maturity 

Low Mo:r.:<jl.l Maturity 

In this situation, there would be a relatively high 

degree of police cO~,ruption among police veterans. Police 

recruits would begin with a high level,cf moral maturity but 

would be vulnerable to socialization processes toward corrup

tion. Also, police recruits wit.h high moral maturity may 

leave the organization voluntarily because of the socialization 

pressures or may eVen be forced out of the organization because 

of their -intolerance of corruption. '\Thile the mean level of 

moral maturity in the co~unity is high and tolerance of 

police corruption therefore low among the citizenry, there 

may be a sUQ,set of the communfty which creates un\lsually high 

opportunity and tolerance for corruption. For example, a city 
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with a population subset of low morality tourists which might 

be tolerated by the community for·· economic reasons. 

3. Community High Horal'Maturity 

Police Recruits Low Horal Maturity 

Police Veterans LoW Horal Maturity 

This model represents the self-selection hypothesis. 

Recruits o(t' low moral maturity are attracted to an organiza-

tion known to have low levels of morality among the veteran 

officers. Socialization would occur at the pre-employment 

stage and police applicants would not be drawn from the general 

community populat1on. This model might also represent the 

far-flung possibility of a corrupt screening program, perhaps 

in collusion with a corrupt police administration. This model 

would require a strong and perhaps charismatic low moral 

maturity administrator. A reform police chief would have 

difficulty but could succeed in reforming the department with 

citizenry support. 

4. Community High Moral Maturity 

Police Recrui tis Low Moral Maturity 
., 

Police Veterans High Moral 1vlaturity 

This model represents the pelf-selection of low morality 
'1\ i) 

recruits who are ~ither positively socialized into a non-

corrupt department, or who are not tolerated by the police 
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department. It is hypothe§ized that such a situation would 

have a high turnover rate. There would be strong socializa~ 

tion pressures both from the community and the organization 

toward non-corruption. As in the model above, police appli-

cants in such a situation would not be drawn from the broad 

community but rather from a subset of the population. 

5. Community 

Police Recruits 

Police Veterans 

Low moral Maturity 

High Moral Maturity 

High Moral Maturity 

In this situation there are socialization pressures in 

the community such as hig~ opportunity and tolerance of corrup-

tion~",cc/ti~,1;.,ever, the intraorganizational socialization pressures, 
,(/'" 

are toward non-corruption. Recruits of high morality perceive 

a non-corrupt organization and are attracted to it perhaps 
., 

from another community or from a subset of the general population. 

6. Community 

Police Recruits 

Police Veterans 

Low Mora~ Maturity 

High Moral Maturity 

Low Moral Maturity 

In this situation both community and organizational 

corruption socialization processes are at work. High morality, 

perhaps idealistic recruits are socialized into police corrup

tion. This model is supported as feasible by the lack of 

empirical support for the hypothesis that high moral maturity 

immunizes recruits from becomii'i~' corrupt. 
1 ..-
'".r" 
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7. Conununity Low Moral Maturity 

Police Recruits Low Moral Maturity 

Police Veterans High Noral Maturity 

This situation represents the selection of low morality 

recruits from a conununity with low moral maturity into a high 

moral maturity organization. The police organization is able 

to resist conununity opportunity and tolerance sociali?ation 

pressures and has maintained a positive socialization process 

within the organization. Low morality recruits are either 

forced out, or are socailized into non-corruption. This model 

would also be associated with a high turnover rate. Such a 

situation might exist with a strong non-corrupt leader who 

has active 't::orruption management controls to offset opportunity 

and tolerance in the conununity. 

8. Conununity Low Moral Maturity 

Police Recruits Low Moral Maturity 

Police Veterans Low Moral Maturity 

This model represents the most corruption-fostering 

situation. Corruption results from conununity socialization 
,. ~ 

processes, self!-selection of low morali t,y applicants and intra-

organizational corruption-fostering 'socialization processes. 
,: 

In such a situation" a reform administrator would likely be 
~\ 

alienated from the organization in general as well as. have 
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difficulty being accepted by the citizenry. with such 

little support, it is unlikely that a reform chief would 

be successful. It is also unlikely that recruits of high 

moral maturity would be tolerated or would tolerate the 

socialization pressures wi,thin the' organization. 

Not only is the introduction to this system determined, 

in part, by the influence of the reference group in the 

informal social structure, but movement through the succes

sive stages often requires additional soc~alization both of 

behaviors'and attitude. A New York magazine cartoon of 

shows a long haired artist with a beret and some,.yearst ago 

a portfolio of paintings asking the reception in a plush 
1':: 

suite of corporate offices, "Where do you go to sellout?". 

Not only is corruption a moral decision, but the individual 

has to learn how; where and with whom he may be corrupt. 

The formal organization of the police agency provides 

a backdrop that either facilitates or inhibits this process 

of socializati,On to corrupt.ion. 'A poorly administered police 
\"~ '{I 

agency tends t~ maximize the individual discretion of ~ach 

office~ and to allow so much freedom and autonomy that any 

concept of accountability will be lacking. While the converse 

is not true, that tight and effective administation will 

eliminate corruption it is true that tight administration 

will limit many opportunities for cQ,f;;:;uption, both by moni

toring the individual officer'~ perfo~ance and by keeping 

the officers busy with legitimate police work. 
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Leadership is sometimes defined as the capacity to 

influence the behavior of subordinates. Police leadership 

must be defined this way, for the social structure of police 

work, allows the individual officers to ignore or evade. 

leadership behaviors that are inappropriate. When a leader 

is effectively articulating the goals of the agency, planning 

its use of resources in meeting these goals, and developing 

timetables and procedures for goals at.tainment, then the 

leaders become prime role models and strong influences. Some 

social psychologists have even suggested that leaders must 

embody and articulate the highest.ideals of the group, ideals 

which because of their ·)very mohili ty and transcendence cannot 

be articulated by members of the group without their seeming '~ 
Iii",." 

naive and unrealistic to their peers. All too often, police 
" 

officers are passive in the area of goals and planning,i.and 

are silent with regards to .ideals. When police agenci~~ are 

primarily responsive, activity is initiated by others and 

ideals are discussed. only in the context of defending the 

agency"against charges. o 
Policy is most effective when it is clear, availa,ble, 

and relevant. Some policeadministrat.prs believe that inte-
\\ 

grity is and should be an unspoken vallie in work. They see 

no need to develop, print and distribute policies defining the 

borderline between probus and improbus police behav~ors. In 

the gray area of ;no man's land between the two, individual 
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police officers must then supply their own evaluation and 

definition in accordance with their understanding and 

reasoning or rationalization. This is particularly serious 

because it is an open invitation to begin the process of 

becoming corrupt. This one framework is one which the free 

cup of coffee is significant. Polic~' authorities have debated 

and still debate the value and appropriateness of banning or 

allocating the free cup of coffee. But the absence of any 

clearly written, stated or promulgated policy on this subject 

is implici~ license to the individual officer to make up his 

own mind about this, and other gifts. While successive steps 

or corruption often involve violation of the law, it is clear 

that there are times when a free cup of coffee l or free meal, 

or give, can also be part of a pattern that clearly breaks 

the law. The difference between a gift and a bribe rests with 

. its timing, purpose, and with the understanding of past or 

future'reciprocity held by one or both parties . 

Specialized units witfi police departments have an aug

mented ~apacity to socialize the newcomer for good or ill. 

Often the specialization means the existence of a cohesive 

group, separated not only frpm the public but even other police 

officers. SpeciaJized police units tend,to be created around 

either administrative needs or around particular crime areas 

of great sensitivity. In both general contexts, the information 

under the control of these units has an actual or potential 
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value to others, whether it is criminal records, crime 

reports, investigative data, or group activity ~eports. In' 

some of the sensitive areas, prostitution, gambling, robbery, 

bunco, homicide and particularly narcotics, the monetary or 

other stakes may be so·. high as to breed active corrupters. 

Oscar Wilde once remarked that he could resist everything 

but temptation. There are many specialized police areas 

where temptation is,. always great. Even police engaged in 

traffic duty can allocate work to towing companies with a 

heav~ profit potential. Specialized units are corruption' 

vulnerable because of their social isolation, abundant oppor-

136 

tunity, and internal social organization that maximized secrecy 

and solidarity. 
" 

When police agencies are highly decentralized, even some .~ 
.~-\ 

0.'= the less specialized units will share this vulnerabi~:~.ty. 
. t 

They will gain a social autonomy that breeds secrecy and 

solidarity, will become increasingly isolated, and all t.hat 

may be missing is abundant temptation and opportunity. This 

lack of comparative opportunity is not much of a safeguard 

when all other conditions foster corruption because, . given 

the power and discretion of the police role, ingenuity can 

offset the lack of obvious opportunity. 

The other end of the scale, extreme centralization, "is 

not necessarily an antidote for often the very rigidity of 

central structure increases the isolation of those far removed 
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from headquarters. When centralization removes local 

responsibility and accountability, it also minimizes 

effective control of individual behavior, a process that 

facilitates corruption. It's easier to deceive an imper

sonal system than it is to deceive a local manager. It 

would appear that a mixed or intermediate model would be 

more effective in minimizing corruption because it would 

limit the individual officer's or individual commander's 

137 

complete automony, while nevertheless retaining responsibi

. lity and a~countability at a level sufficiently local to be 

effective in monitoring informal behavior. 

corruption hazards for the individual police officer 

involve being left on his own, exposed to the blandishments 

of a fellow officer, or exposed to the strong conformity 

influences of an isolated or specialized sub-group that has 

developed group standards and values that are bel'ow those 

of the organization. The individual officer on his own, 

without appropriate guidance, supervision, or policy direc-

tives, is virtually a corruption hazard on his own. 
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Diag:r:ostic /Prescriptive Anti-Corruption l:'lackage 

The project has now reached the stage at which it can 

be asserted that it has developed and validated a measurement 

of police corruption that can be applied to any specific 

police agency or group. Not only is such a measure at hand, 

but '~he project has also developed an appropriat'{e mode of self- .~, 

administration. 

The positive results with regard to the predictiv~ strength 

of some of the mea$ures suggests that a sequential diagnostic/ 

prescriptive package could be developed for ~ield tes~ing. The 

package, 'combining the systems approach, would work in the 

following way: 

PAGKAGE A: The initial phase would be the self-adminis-

tration of the basic measurements alone by the department in • 
j) 

question. These would include the Ride-alongs and the Basic 
)1 

Questionnaire.' The ride-a1ongs, although requiring thie use;!' 
r~j' 

of outside observers, could be arranged by the department in ~. 

accordance with guidelines outlined in the project manual. 

The specific number of ride-alongs required for any specific 

~.::;;. 
(.~ ~. 

, .... ~'f 

department can be determined by formula, since through the projec'''''''';''': 

there is an estimate of the population variance and the popu

lation mean. 

The distribution of the Basic Questionnaire, which yields 

'-:"'.~ .. ~ 
of' 

: ': '~. '~~ 

'"3~ 

sCQ,res for the three variables of Personal Standards, IDis,cip1ine, .~,~. 

and Reporting is a straight-forward procedure usqally done at 

roll calls in a police department that takes less than ten 

minutes. 
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The data from these two sources produces a measurement 

that allows for the classification of the department as a 

whole into one of four categories of corruption proneness: 

High, High Moderate, Low P.oderate, and Low. 

For departments that fall within the low proneness cate-

gory, there is no need to proceed any further, although it 

would be recommended that there be another self-administration 

after. a five-year period. 

For those falling in the other three categories, the 

recommendation (with varying weight) would be for the con

tracted administration of Package B, the diagnostic/prescriptive 

measures. 

These include: 

. GROUP 

GROUP 

GROUP 3 

// 

Hogan Moral Maturity Testing (Veteran officers) 
Training Evaluation (Interviews, analysis of 

.type and.amount of Ethical Awareness Training)" 
Labor Pool Analysis (Applicants and Trainees) 

Community Citizen Survey (Questionnaire) 
Environmental Analysis (Commanders Prof,~le of 
Hazards) 

Analysis of Property Clerk's Office, Internal 
Affairs Analysis 

From packfge B results, it would be possible to identify 

for the chief\or commissioner the extent to which the contribu-
)1 

. f It!, t1ng actors ~ere 1n the area of: 

1) 1 r d t " f I' , se eC~1on an ra1n1ng 0 po 1ce off1cers 
,.~ 

2) 
,"'~, commun1 ty~,att1 tudes 

~\ 
3) supervisory prqcedure and process 

'\\ 
,~" 

" '~, 
~ ',>, 
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The results from-Group would thus indicate to the chief 

or commissioner the apparent relative contJ::-ibution of each of 

those areas, and therefore, it would tell him where he hoi 

to allocate the efforts to effectively combat police corruption. 

The application of the diagnostic/prescriptive package in this 

selective and sequentially phases way will enable police 

officials to: 

1) Obtain an overall measurement of the extent to which 

corruption proneness p~evails within their department 

2) 

at a given point in time. 

If some level is established that merits further con-

sideration, then 'the chief or commissioner can learn 

from where the problem appears to be stemming, and 

consequently, where remedial efforts would be most 

effective. 

For a more complete description of this tool, see '(olume /;n:. 
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SAMPLE CITIES 

City A - Eastern Metro Suburb 

City "A", the suburb of an E stern metropolis, has a pop

ulation in the 70-80,000 range in an area of approximately ten 

square miles. Its department, which is comprised of a decentral

ized force of neighborhood patrol teams, numbers just under 200 

sworn personnel. The city government is headed by a city manager. 

The city has been aptly described by one police officer as 

a "goldfish bowl," i.e., it seemed to him that everyone, both in 

the department and the city, either knows him or can easily 

recognize him~by the number on his squad car. This high visi

bility factor seems to have cut down greatly on the individual 

officer's willingness to get involved in improbus behavior. 

There are no pornographic theaters, or book stores, massage 

parlors, street walkers, etc., although there is evidence of some 

boo~aking operations.. This defini te lack of opportunity, 

along with the high visibility of the police officers, seems to 

have limited corrupt acitvity. 

City B - New England Urban 

City "B," which is in the New England area, is approximately 

20 square miles in area and has a population in excess of 150,000. 

The day time population swells to well over one million, but when 

the work force leaves for t.he suburbs each night, the population 

diminishes to the aforementioned figure. The city is governed by 

a cityma:nager. 

The dece~t~~lized police departme~t has over 400 sworn officers. 
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The team pol:tcing concept has been introduced and, even though 

there have been decreases in manpower, major crimes in the city 

have stabilized at the same level for the third straight year. 

The department has several federally funded projects in effect, 

including a Community Development grant, a Multi-Service Center 

and a Regional Access Frequency. 

The city, whose population is approxomately 50% Black and 

30% Hispanic, has few movie theaters (neither pornographic nor 

family), porno book stores, massage parlors, etc. However, 

prostitution (primarily Black) is evident on the street. There 

are many bar/restaurant establishments in the city limits, also. 

City C - Northwest Urban 

City "C," which is 10cateG~, in the extreme Northwestern part 

of the country, is approximately 100 square miles in area and 

has a population of almost 400,000. The police department, which . . 
is decentralized (to three stations), has a sworn force in' exces~ 

~ 
of 700, over 90% of whom are Caucasion. '" ,: • 

The department, which seems to fUIiction in an atmosphere 

that promotes cooperative innovation, has an in-house computer 

capability for re~earch work. Almost all of the sworn personnel 

have at least an Associate's degree, with a majority having a 

B.A. or B.S. degree. 

City "C" has few pornographic theaters, and those are 
\~ 

located in the downtown area of the pity, although there is no 

obvious "red light" district as such. There are no gambling houses, 
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although they are legal (and present) in the adjacent municipality. 
4 

There is a large homosexual popula.tion, and their acti vi ty is 

limited to several bars in the downtown area. 

City D Surburb of Southwest Metro 

Governed by a city manager, City "D1! has a population of 

app.rox.imately 350 1 000 in an area of 50 square miles. Its police 

department, which numbers 600 sworn officers and 350 civilians 

(with a large complement of CETA employees), maintains area 

policing with a centralized headquarters and area offices. 

This su1:?urb has a definite waterfront rrstripll where licensed 

premises eX-rated theaters, massage parlors, pornographic book 

stores, etc.) flourish. There are also such establishments 

(along with many bars) in other sections of the city. The city, 

whose Black and Hispanic population is less than 20%, has som~ 

affluent sections. 

City E - Southern Coastal Urban 

A city of approximatel1y 75,000 in an area of 20 square miles, 

this Southern Coastal municipality is governed by a mayor and a 

city council. Its ethnic breakdown is almost 50-50, White to 

Black. Typical of the Old South, the city retains much of that 

period's charm. 

The police department has 200 sworn officers, and is decen-

tralized. The 
/~'. 

I \ 

team policing concept has f~ l,en introduced. 

There are after hours" clubs: as. well \~·.fs some pornographic 

theaters. A prostitution ring is "known to utilize one of the city 

licensed taxi services for soliciting customers. 
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City F - Southern Metro .. 
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This Southern metropolis has a population of 600,000 in 

an area of over 800 square miles. Its police department has 

almost 950 sworn personnel. 
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The obvious problem is tha lack of close supervision of 

police officers due to the incredibly large area patrolled. 

Police officers keep their squad cars on off-duty time, with the 

city picking up ,both the gas and insurance expenses. Free rent 

is also available to those officers willing to act as a security 

officer for certain housing areas in which they live. 

There is.no real "red light" district, but rather a scattering 

of regulated premises throughout the city limits. 

City G - Coastal Gulf Urban 

A gulf port with a population in excess of 600,000, 8ity "G" 

has an area of 350 square miles.' The population is a mix ot 

Whi te, ,Black, Hispanic and Indian. 

The police department, which is decentralized, has over 

1500 sworn personnel. There are six precincts in which the men 

are deployed. 

There is a definite red light district, as welt':as an" 

extremely heavy tourist trade. 

Cit~ H - Southwest Urban Metro 

Governed by a city manager, City "H" has a population of almost 
", 

800,000 spread out over almost 400 square miles. The city is 
\: .. >: 
'.-/r 

predominantly White (80%1 wi.th almost an equal mi.x ot ~lack and 

Hispanic (8% each). 
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decentralization is presently being considered. Sworn personnel 

number over 1100, with approximately 350 civilian employees 

currently engaged. 

The city has a relatively small area where the pornographic 
}~. 

,~. theaters and bookstores oper~te (as well as "prostitutes), and 
5 :. ~;~i .~.;~ ,t;'_~:, ~~~{.~~ 

'"'*' this is located in the downtown section. This area is heavily 

policed in proportion to the rest of the city, much of which is 

beach/resort area. 
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